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Executive summary

Environmental and 
social performance is 
critical to our success.
The shareholders of Australia Pacific 
LNG aim to develop the Project in 
a sustainable manner by identifying 
and assessing potential impacts and 
introducing sustainable practices 
and solutions to manage them. This 
approach, detailed in the Project’s 
Environmental Impact Statement, 
reflects the existing practices of the 
Project’s joint venture partners, Origin 
Energy, ConocoPhillips and Sinopec, 
and is an important part of developing 
the Project in a transparent, accountable 
and sustainable manner. This is the 
fourth Environmental and Social Report 
for the Project, covering the period 
July to December 2013 and through 
this report we provide an update on 
the Project’s progress, safety and 
environment management, and benefits 
to local and regional communities.

Construction
As at 31 December 2013 the Project 
employed over 16,800 Full time 
equivalents (including over 4,800 
working at the Module Yard in Batam, 
Indonesia) and total Project expenditure 
to date has reached over AUD$17.2 
billion. Over 76 percent of all Project 
spend has been in Australia, bringing 
substantial benefits to the national and 
local economies.

Construction has progressed 
significantly in the past six months, with 
the gas fields and pipeline work, or 
Upstream Project, reaching 58 percent 
of its total Project development. The 
drilling program, gathering network 
and construction of new facilities 

all progressed, with 552 Phase 1 
development wells drilled. The main 
pipeline is nearing completion.

The LNG facility under construction on 
Curtis Island has reached 62 percent 
completion. The planned temporary 
accommodation facility has been 
completed with a capacity of 2,600 
beds. Project-related dredging and 
industry-related dredging was completed 
in October. Work on the LNG Tanks is on 
schedule and The Tank A concrete roof 
was poured in December. Erection and 
welding of nickel inner walls progressed 
in both tanks. 

Safety, health, environment and 
social management
Our health and safety goal remains zero 
accidents across all of our activities. 
Despite seeing a continued improvement 
over the past six months, with the Total 
Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) 
improving by 16 percent from 4.9 to 
4.1, our safety practices and focus must 
improve. We will continue to devote more 
attention to safety, through employee 
awareness programs and vigilance in 
relation to the Life Saving Rules.

As a Project owned and operated by 
global organisations, the responsibility 
of managing environmental impact is 
taken very seriously. Strict government 
environmental regulations result in the 
thorough and transparent management 
of water (produced, storm and waste), 
emissions (waste, greenhouse gases and 
dust), land and biodiversity. There were 
54 environmental incidents reported to 
the Regulatory Authorities during this 
reporting period. The majority of these 
incidents (40) were classified as minor, 
temporary impacts with no lasting effects 
to habitats, species or ecosystems.

Stakeholder engagement
The Project engages with all 
stakeholders in a regular, open and 
transparent manner. Stakeholder 
engagement activities for the reporting 
period included continuing to run local 
supplier and procurement information 
sessions, reaching 5,787 interested 
suppliers since the Project commenced. 
Engagement activities also included 
employment and Project information 
displays, sponsorship events, specific 
Indigenous events, and individual 
meetings with local government and 
community members. 

To contribute positively to local 
communities, the Project develops 
partnerships that encourage sustainable 
development that delivers benefits 
long beyond the life of the Project. 
The framework for these partnerships 
is detailed in our Social Impact 
Management Plans. The Project has 
supported a range of community 
initiatives, including a rental assistance 
scheme, a vocational education training 
program, affordable community housing 
and a CSG industry schools program. 
Over the last six months, Australia 
Pacific LNG has invested over AUD$3.7 
million in community projects, bringing 
the total actual investment in this area 
to over AUD$20.8 million since the start 
of the Project.

Page Maxson

Chief Executive Officer 
Australia Pacific LNG 

“Our health and safety goal remains zero 
accidents across all of our activities. We had 
encouraging results throughout last year with 
our Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate 
improving by 28 percent for the 12 months to 
December  from 5.8 to 4.1. We will continue to 
devote our attention to the improvement of 
on-site safety, through employee awareness 
programs and vigilance to the Life Saving Rules.”
Page Maxson, CEO, Australia Pacific LNG
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1. Introduction
The Australia Pacific LNG Project is a coal seam gas (CSG) 
to liquefied natural gas (LNG) Project delivering a cleaner, 
greener sustainable energy source. Australia Pacific LNG 
is the largest producer of CSG in Australia, currently 
supplying gas to power stations to produce lower 
emissions electricity; and to major industrial customers, 
homes and businesses in South East Queensland.

Project construction will be a source of major 
investment through to 2020 and beyond, with 
over 12,000 FTE currently employed in Australia 
and over 4,800 in Indonesia. Once operational 
the Project will generate around 1,000 direct 
jobs, increase local skills and boost regional and 
national economies throughout the life of the 
Project. Importantly Queensland will have a new, 
long-term gas processing and export industry that 
generates significant benefits at regional, State 
and national levels.

The Australia Pacific LNG Project consists of:

1. Further development of Australia Pacific LNG’s 
gas fields in the Surat and Bowen basins in 
south western and central Queensland.

2. Construction of a 530km high pressure gas 
pipeline from the gas fields to an LNG Facility 
near Gladstone in Queensland.

3. An LNG Facility on Curtis Island in Gladstone, 
the first two trains of which will have a 
combined processing capacity of approximately 
9 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa).

Australia Pacific LNG’s liquefied gas will be shipped 
to the energy markets of Asia; with the first LNG 
cargo expected to be exported in mid-2015.

Australia Pacific LNG has executed a sale 
and purchase agreement with Sinopec for 7.6 
million tonnes per annum (Mtpa) of LNG. This is 
Australia’s largest ever LNG sales agreement by 
annual volume. An agreement for the sales and 
purchase of approximately 1Mtpa for 20 years 
has also been signed with Kansai Electric. 

Australia Pacific LNG is an incorporated joint 
venture consisting of Origin (37.5%), ConocoPhillips 
(37.5%) and Sinopec (25%). Origin is responsible 
for construction and operation of the gas fields 
and pipeline. ConocoPhillips is responsible for 
construction and operation of the LNG plant and 
associated facilities infrastructure.

Rigorous environmental and social management 
systems are applied to manage environmental 
and social impacts of the Project.

The Environmental and Social report, released 
every six months, provides updates on the 
construction activity and the sustainable approach 
to developing the Project. This is the fourth 
Environmental and Social Report for the Project, 
covering the period July to December 2013 (S2 
2013). This report informs stakeholders about 
the Project’s progress, impact management, and 
benefits to local and regional communities.
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Description Project based on Australia’s largest 2P CSG reserves

Size Two trains, each with a nameplate production capacity of 4.5Mtpa

JV Interests Origin Energy 37.5%; ConocoPhillips 37.5%; Sinopec 25%

Cost A$24.7 billion to first LNG (two LNG trains)

Reserves 
(as at 30 June 2013)

2P 13,382 PJ, 3P 16,155 PJ 
Additional 3,644 PJ (2C) of contingent resources.

Off-take  
Agreement

7.6 Mtpa LNG supply for 20 years to JV partner, Sinopec
1.0 Mtpa LNG supply for 20 years to Kansai Electric

Timing First gas: Train 1 expected mid-2015, 
Train 2 expected late 2015

Project Summary

Figure 1.1 Project location



2. Construction
Overview

Condabri Central Gas Processing Plant
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Pipeline construction - Steep hill crossing on Curtis Island.
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2.1 Upstream Project

Origin is managing the construction and operation of 
the Upstream Project, which includes the development of 
CSG resources and delivery of gas to feed the LNG plant. 
The Upstream Project involves drilling and completing 
CSG wells; field gas and water gathering networks; gas 
processing and water treatment facilities; electricity 
infrastructure and gas transmission pipeline infrastructure.

The CSG fields comprise of wells and associated 
surface facilities, gas gathering and water 
gathering pipeline systems, seven new gas 
processing facilities, two new associated water 
treatment facilities, water storage ponds and 
treated water and brine disposal facilities.

The Upstream component was 58 percent 
complete at 31 December. Drilling and 
completions, and gathering, are progressing 
ahead of schedule. The main pipeline is nearing 
completion and commissioning continues on 
the Condabri Central gas plant and the water 
treatment facility.

The Upstream Project’s key milestones during the 
reporting period included:

Drilling
•	 209 Phase 1 development wells spudded 

during the reporting period bring the cumulative 
total to 552.

•	 At the end of December 2013, the unconditional 
approvals bank stood at 371 wells. 

Gathering
•	 A total of 356 diameter kilometres of pipe had 

been installed, which is ahead of the target of 
112 diameter kilometres.

Facilities
•	 The Condabri Central Gas Plant is 88 percent 

complete.

•	 Condabri Central Reverse Osmosis Water Plant 
is 78 percent complete.

Pipeline and electricity supply 
•	 Overall engineering, procurement and 

construction (EPC) progress is 95.2 percent 
against a target of 99.9 percent. The main 
pipeline has completed works including on 
Curtis Island. Approximately 300 tie-in and 
crossing welds remain.

•	 Certification for the Talinga Condabri Gas 
Pipeline and Condabri Isolation is progressing to 
become ready for handover to operations and 
certification for the Talinga to Condabri water 
pipeline is progressing to post hydro-testing.

•	 The Fairview and Eurombah Creek laterals’ 
Indigenous Land Use Agreement was 
registered by the National Native Title Tribunal.

•	 All of the 132 KV transmission lines in 
the Central region have been completed. 
Mechanical completion of the Orana connection 
is scheduled for January 2014.

•	 Electrical installations continued at the Reedy 
Creek (Temporary) Power Station, and the final 
22 KV switchgear skid was delivered to site.
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2.2 Downstream Project

ConocoPhillips is managing the construction and operation of 
the LNG facility on Curtis Island. Bechtel is the engineering, 
procurement and construction contractor for the LNG plant 
and much of the related infrastructure.

Curtis Island site – December 2013

The LNG facility will comprise two gas 
processing trains, two LNG storage 
tanks, and standard infrastructure 
services, such as power, water, 
telecommunications and sewage 
disposal. The gas processing trains 
remove impurities, and chill and 
condense the gas to liquid at low 
pressure to enable it to be transported 
to customers in China and Japan.

Mainland support facilities and 
temporary construction facilities are 
located in the Gladstone area. The 
LNG plant is situated on Curtis Island, 
approximately 11 kilometres north-west 
of the city of Gladstone, Queensland.

Downstream was 62 percent complete 
at 31 December. All LNG refrigeration 
compressors for Train 1 have been set. 
The last Train 1 module is expected to 
be set in May 2014.

Downstream Progress: 
62% complete

The Downstream Project’s key 
milestones during the reporting 
period included:

Curtis Island
•	 The first of the three flare box walls 

were completed. 

•	 Construction of the 2,600-room 
temporary accommodation facility 
was completed.  

•	 Work on the LNG Tanks is on 
schedule. The roof raise on LNG Tank 
B was successfully completed in July 
2013. The Tank A concrete roof was 
poured in December 2013. Erection 
and welding of 9 percent nickel inner 
walls progressed in both tanks.

•	 Roof cladding was completed on 
the main control/administration 
building and heating, ventilation, air 
conditioning, plumbing, acoustic 
insulation and electrical work 
progressed inside the building.

•	 Site drainage repairs associated 
with damage caused by ex-cyclone 
Oswald were completed.

Mainland, pipeline and 
dredging
•	 Dredging was completed in October.

•	 Cross-harbour drilling and 
mainland pipe routing activities 
remain on schedule. 

Module yard in Batam, 
Indonesia
•	 Structural steel erection is complete 

on all Train 1 modules, and all pipe 
spools, materials and equipment 
required to complete the Train 1 
modules have been delivered to site.

•	 The outside battery limits (OSBL) 
modules are nearing completion.

•	 Staffing at the fabrication yard 
is currently at planned levels, 
however nation-wide labour strikes 
occurred during the reporting period 
contributing to schedule delays.

Operational readiness
•	 An Operational Readiness review 

was completed in Brisbane.

•	Operations calibration and 2014 
business planning workshops 
were conducted.

•	 The first Operations Technician 
Foundation participants   
successfully completed the 
program in December. Planning 
was completed for a new Group 
2 Operations Technicians to 
commence in January 2014.

•	 The floor plan for a Temporary 
Integrated Operations Centre in Park 
Road, Brisbane was completed, and 
fit out commenced. Health, Safety 
and Environment Management 
System development continued.



3. Safety, health,
environment and
social management
Australia Pacific LNG recognises that 
environmental management, workplace 
health and safety, and community 
engagement are integral to the success of 
the Project, and integrates these priorities 
into day-to-day operations.
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3.1 Approach

The Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social 
Management Plan (ESMP) articulate the Project’s 
approach to the management of environmental and 
social issues. The ESMP is supported by the Health 
Safety Environment and Sustainable Development 
Plan and topic-related sub-plans. 

Key StaKeholderS

Regulators Public/Community NGOs WorkforceShareholdersLenders

Actions

Operator Management Plans

Contractor Management Plans

StandardS and
GuidelineS

Parent Company
Policy and Systems

Regulatory Requirements

IFC Environmental and
Social Standards

Equator Principles and 
US Ex-Im Policies

Labour and Working 
Conditions

Pollution Prevention
and Abatement

Biodiversity 
Conservation

Sustainable Resource 
Management

Community Health
Safety and Security

Land Acquisition and 
Involuntary Resettlement

Indigenous Peoples Cultural Heritage

eSMP Sub PlanS
hSe and Sd 

Plan eleMentS

Reporting and Audit

Management Review

Strategic Planning

Risk Assessment

Training

Communication

APLNG HSE and SD Management Plan (HSEMP)

APLNG Environment and Social Management Plan (ESMP)

Figure 3.1 Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social Management Plan
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Australia Pacific LNG’s commitment 
to managing its activities for the 
protection of the health and safety 
of people, the environment and 
the community is formalised and 
communicated in its Health, Safety, 
Environment and Sustainable 
Development Policy.

The sustainable development 
aspects of the policy are achieved 
by considering Australia Pacific 
LNG’s Sustainability Principles when 
planning activities. The Upstream and 
Downstream Operators have integrated 
these Sustainability Principles into 
their culture, management systems 
and activities prior to and during the 
construction phase of the Project and 
beyond into operations.

3.1.2 Compliance 
register
Australia Pacific LNG and its Upstream 
and Downstream Operators utilise a 
common information and data register 
to record reporting of compliance 
with Project environmental and social 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
commitments and approval conditions.

This customised proprietary compliance 
database also provides other functions 
associated with collection and storage 
of environmental and social data and 
incident and audit management.

A working group comprising staff 
from Australia Pacific LNG, Upstream 
and Downstream Operators monitor 
updates to the compliance register, 
meeting fortnightly to review status and 
issues arising from its usage.

3.1.3 Operator 
management plans
The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have developed and 
are implementing Environmental 
Management Plans (EMPs) and Social 
Impact Management Plans (SIMPs). 
These plans are designed to mitigate 
environmental and social impacts 
during construction and operation, 
and reflect conditions imposed 
through the approvals process.

Each plan identifies environmental and 
social impacts to be mitigated and 
managed, and the party responsible 
for implementation. 

The SIMPs identify strategies which 
aim at mitigating social impacts and 
also include a monitoring framework 
and a community engagement strategy 
for the communities in which Australia 
Pacific LNG operates. 

3.1.4 Contractor 
management plans
The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators work closely with their 
respective construction contractors 
and sub-contractors to develop 
contractor plans and other 
documentation. These plans define 
contractors’ and sub-contractors’ 
Project requirements and are tailored 
to specific scopes of work. 

3.1.5 Incident 
notification and 
reporting
Incident notification and reporting 
are handled as part of the respective 
Incident Management processes 
managed for Australia Pacific 
LNG by the Project Operators. 
Incidents are reported according to 
the Australia Pacific LNG Incident 
Notification Procedure.

Australia Pacific LNG’s Health, Safety 
and Environment (HSE) team review, 
analyse and report Project incidents 
as well as HSE and Sustainable 
Development performance on a 
monthly basis to management, 
shareholders and lenders. Reporting 
also occurs as required in the event 
of significant incidents or breaches of 
conditions or regulations.

Major incidents are also subject 
to immediate notification to 
shareholders and the Independent 
Environment and Social Consultant 
as per schedule specified in section 
10.8.3 of the ESMP.

3.1.1 Policies, 
principles and systems

3.2 Federal and State 
impact assessment 
approvals

The Project was subject to a full 
environmental and social assessment 
process under the State of Queensland 
and Australian Federal Government. 
This review resulted in a comprehensive 
set of conditions related to 
environmental and social issues.

The EIS Executive Summary provides 
an overview of the Project impact 
assessment process and stakeholder 
consultation for non-technical readers. 

Approximately 1,600 conditions were 
imposed on the sanction of the Project 
under State and Commonwealth 
laws. These were in addition to a large 
number of voluntary commitments 
made by the Project in the EIS process.
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3.3 Local Content

Australia Pacific LNG liaises with 
Government departments and 
internal and external stakeholders to 
ensure the successful delivery of the 
Project. Information sessions are held 
to explain what is meant by ‘Local 
Content’ and how local suppliers 
should position themselves to take 
advantage of the supply opportunities 
that arise during Project operations 
and maintenance.

In the period July to December 2013 
six supplier information sessions were 
conducted attracting 1,035 supplier 
representatives. There have been a 
total of 46 sessions conducted since 
2010 which have been attended by 
5,787 supply market representatives. 
These sessions were conducted in the 
regional centres of Gladstone, Roma, 
Chinchilla, Toowoomba and Brisbane.

At these sessions the supply market 
was provided with updated information 
on supply opportunities that may 
be available through the operational 
phase of the Project. 

As part of the Project’s ongoing 
Building Regional Capability Program, 
these presentations were augmented 
by a session entitled “Environmental 
Management – a checklist for SMEs 
working with Major Projects”.

Supplier information sessions address:

•	 where suppliers fit into the Project

•	 opportunities to supply

•	 registration processes

•	 the Building Regional Capability 
program

•	 Government funding for business 
development

•	 links with major contractors  
(where appropriate). 

Australia Pacific LNG continues to 
support the Queensland and Australian 
economies through significant spending 
on locally-sourced goods and services. 
However, due to the scale of the CSG 
to LNG industry some goods and 
services have been imported due to 
limited or no local capability or capacity. 

Major locally-sourced contracts for 
construction services include civil 
construction, gathering, drilling, 
pipelines, and gas and water facilities. 
Locally-source contracts for equipment 
supply include high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) pipe, construction camps, 
mechanical and electrical equipment, 
and water treatment equipment. 

At the end of December 2013 the 
cumulative expenditure for the Project 
reached AUD$17.2 billion with 76.6% 
being sourced in Australia (Figure 3.2)

The Local Content benefits have 
predominantly remained within 
Queensland (58.5 percent). The 
Queensland spend has provided 
significant benefits within the areas 
managed by local Regional Councils 
in the Surat Basin where the gas and 
water facilities are located and in 
Gladstone where the LNG facility is 
being constructed.

Local Content encompasses employment, procurement, training 
and development and contracting of people, goods and services 
who are considered by Australia Pacific LNG to be nationals 
or national companies operating within Australia, including 
the immediate area where the Project is located. It implicitly 
includes any service or maintenance element that may form part 
of materials purchase. 

Figure 3.2 Project spending and local supply data
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Wickham Farms Killarney, an Australian owned 
and family operated company, is among the many 
businesses supplying fresh food supplies to the 
camps through the Compass Group, one of the 
Project’s major catering contractors. 

Wickham Farms Company Secretary, Kerri-Ann Lamb 
said the family had been farming in Queensland since 
1960 and has created a proud tradition that spans 
four generations.

“We pride ourselves on delivering the freshest 
produce. Our pre-cut locally grown vacuum sealed 
produce has a shelf life of up to 10 days which has 
been well received by the camps,” Ms Lamb said.

Family businesses like Wickham Farms are benefitting 
from Australia Pacific’s LNG local content strategy, which 
plays a key role in the Project supply chain process.

The local content strategy helps to source food growers, 
manufacturers and suppliers from local and regional 
areas to provide goods and services to the Project.   

Australia Pacific LNG Chief Executive Officer, Page 
Maxson said he was committed to ensuring the 
Project provided opportunities and benefits to local 
and regional businesses.

“We have worked hard to create a comprehensive 
local content strategy that aims to maximise local and 
regional business participation,” Mr Maxson said.

To 31 December 2013 the Project has spent 
AUD$17.2 billion, of which AUD$13.2 billion (76.6 
percent) was spent in Australia including AUD$10.1 
billion (58.5 percent) in Queensland.

From the paddock to the Project
Supplying quality fresh produce to feed more than 6,000 
Australia Pacific LNG Upstream Project staff housed in 
temporary accommodation facilities each night is no easy feat.     

Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social Report 13

Checking the crop (l to r): Wickham farmers Haydn Lamb (in tractor), Peter Wickham and Bryce Lamb inspecting  
potatoes destined for Project worker’s meal.
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3.4 Management of Change

Australia Pacific LNG, Project Operators, 
contractors and sub-contractors are 
required to apply appropriate Project 
change management procedures for all 
changes or deviations to agreed Project 
scope and objectives. The overall Project 
scope and objectives are governed by 
cost and schedule baselines, and design 
and philosophy documents. 

The Australia Pacific LNG Project 
Change Management Procedure 
defines how Project changes 
outside of Operator delegations are 
managed across the Upstream and 
Downstream projects on behalf of 
Australia Pacific LNG.

This includes changes to technical 
design, compliance or licence 
application requirements not 
envisaged in the initial Project scope 
and compliance with required 
environmental and social standards 
committed under the Syndicated 
Facility Agreement with the credit 
agencies and lenders.

Five Project Change Notices (PCNs) 
related to environmental and social 
issues have been approved during the 
reporting period.

These PCNs are being implemented 
and relate to:

•	 NOx reduction at Talinga 

•	 image acquisition and actual 
disturbance metrics project

•	 front end engineering of brine ponds 
at Condabri Central

•	 offset land – limiting future 
developement in surplus land  
on Rockwood

•	 Gladstone Regional Council weed 
wash down facilities requirements.

During the reporting period no 
substantial changes to technical design, 
compliance or licence application 
requirements, or any other large-scale 
changes in scope have occurred.

Upstream Downstream
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3.5 Gas Industry Social Environmental 
Research Alliance (GISERA)

In 2011 Australia Pacific LNG entered 
into a bilateral alliance with the top 
Australian Scientific research institution 
the CSIRO with the objective of 
pursuing social and environmental 
research into CSG industry issues. 
GISERA – Gas Industry Social and 
Environmental Research Alliance, 
was allocated an initial commitment 
of AUD$10 million by Australia Pacific 
LNG and a further in kind commitment 
of AUD$4 million by the CSIRO. The 
Alliance was intended to be open for 
other industry participants and has 
been subsequently joined by Santos 
GLNG, QGC and Arrow Energy who 
have all committed further funds towards 

research of industry specific issues.

GISERA was established in 
recognition of the impacts of CSG 
on public assets, and the related 
need to undertake publicly available 
and classically defined public good 
research to address those impacts. 

GISERA’s six main research projects are: 

•	 Water: understanding risks 
associated with extraction and 
use of groundwater. The latest 
progress includes monitoring 
the geochemical baseline, high 
performance groundwater modelling 
and understanding the response of 
CSG water re-injection.

•	 agriculture: identifying landscape/
development configurations that 
minimise impacts.  Progress 
includes study on how the CSG can 
operate in the shared space with 
agriculture, and also the preservation 
of agricultural productivity during 
change of land use. Other related 
studies include optimal design for 
combined farming-gas enterprises as 
well as erosion risks.

•	 biodiversity: understanding and 
minimising impacts of development 
on regional ecological function.  Major 
activities during the reporting period 
related to the assessment of risks.

•	 Marine: understanding vulnerable 
components of the marine 
ecosystem to minimise or offset 
impacts. Latest progress includes 
data collection on seagrass and 
turtle populations through surveys 
and turtle tagging.  

•	 Socio-economic: informing and 
supporting change to enhance 
regional and community benefit. 
Activities designed to monitor 
regional transition included 
workshops, data analysis on social 
trends, and a review of literature.

•	 Greenhouse gas: improving 
management and categorisation 
of greenhouse gas impacts.  
Research related to this topic 
includes background measurement 
of methane seepage in the Surat 
Basin. The aim is to locate and 
identify existing seeps and develop a 
baseline of methane fluxes.

A robust and transparent governance 
framework has been designed to 
ensure the delivery of quality peer-
reviewed and publicly available science. 

GISERA’s focus within the Gladstone 
Harbour relates specifically to the 
marine ecosystem and in particular, 
fauna research and monitoring within 
Port Curtis. The marine research 
program aims to understand 
vulnerable components of the marine 
ecosystem surrounding Gladstone 
with a view to minimising impacts or 
identifying appropriate offsets. 

This program will provide initial data 
on the distribution and abundance 

of seagrasses, movement patterns 
of turtles and dugongs and a coastal 
hydrodynamic/biogeochemical 
model for Port Curtis. This will 
enable more accurate prediction and 
understanding of impacts and trends 
in water quality, as well as ecological 
responses in primary production 
systems such as seagrass beds and 
the animals that depend on them for 
food and shelter. It will also provide 
information that may reduce impacts 
on these key ecological assets in the 
future, well beyond the current phase 
of development.

GISERA marine monitoring programs 
continue to be implemented in the 
Gladstone Harbour.  Fifty green turtles 
were acoustically tagged in 2013 
as part of the implementation of an 
acoustic array program. Twenty turtles 
were fitted with satellite tags.

Projects are on track to meet the 
progress milestones set for 2014. A 
small number of additional projects 
are being progressed for the GISERA 
portfolio. They relate to the following 
subject areas:

•	 rehabilitation works

•	 genetics of offset plants

•	 reverse osmosis water discharge

•	 methane seepage.

Further details about GISERA’s 
activities can be found on the GISERA 
website: www.gisera.org.au 
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Australia Pacific LNG’s HSE Assurance 
Plan describes requirements for 
Operator HSE assurance and sets out 
assurance processes and activities.

The plan applies to both Upstream 
and Downstream Operators’ activities 
performed on behalf of Australia 
Pacific LNG.

Assurance is also driven by regulatory 
agencies and lenders’ representatives 
who audit and review performance 
against approval conditions and 
commitments made by Australia 
Pacific LNG during the Project EIS and 
approvals process.

Independent Environmental 
and Social Consultant review
An Independent Environmental 
and Social Consultant Lummus 
Consultants conducted a review 
of Upstream and Downstream 
components of the Project during 
November 2013. The reviewing 
team travelled to the LNG Facility 
construction site on Curtis 
Island, inspecting key aspects of 
construction of the two LNG trains, 
the LNG Tanks and the Island side 
of the main pipeline. The team also 
conducted a review of the status and 
quality of reinstatement for the main 
pipeline construction corridor, from 
Gladstone to Miles.  

The review confirmed that ongoing 
work activities required to satisfy 
conditions of approval, to finalise 
Project options, to co-ordinate with 
other project proponents, and to 
support related planning activities at 
the Port continue to be scheduled 
and developed.

Lummus Consultants considered 
that management plans were well 
advanced and functional, recognising 
that documentation is live, and 
that additional works are ongoing 
to optimise and determine final 
Project options. This review of the 
pipeline route reinstatement activities 
indicated proper application of 
mitigation measures as identified 
through assessment, screening and 
management planning.

During the reporting period the Upstream 
Project was subject to two third party 
audits on behalf of the Regulators:

1. The Walloons Project was subject 
to an environmental compliance 
audit by a third party on behalf of the 
Department of Environmental and 
Heritage Protection (DEHP).

The audit assessed 581 applicable 
requirements, of which 525 
complied with requirements of the 
Environmental Authority. 

The audit revealed that operations 
and construction activities were well 
managed and complied with the 
requirements of the Environmental 
Authority conditions.

The Environmental Authority 
conditions had substantially 
changed in recent years, specifically 
requirements relating to increasing 
documentation and certification of 
reports. As a result, a number of 
non-compliances were identified 
relating to these documentation 
requirements. This was particularly 
relevant in the assessment, 
documentation and certification 
requirements relating to dams, 
and the documentation relating to 
management of CSG water. 

Upstream

3.6 Verification and assurance

3.6.1 Independent 
Review

3.6.2 Regulators’ 
Audits
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Downstream
No Regulator audits have occurred 
during the reporting period.

Environmental compliance 
inspections are conducted monthly 
by the DEHP. Based on these 
inspections recommendations are 
provided regarding the site-based 
environmental management.

An action plan was developed to 
manage audit actions. There are 
currently 42 closed audit actions 
and the remaining 24 open actions 
are in progress in accordance with 
the action plan.

In addition to the audit above, the 
regulator (DEHP) conducted an 
audit of the Spring Gully Pongamia 
Beneficial Use Application (BUA) 
on 9 July 2013.  A response to the 
post-audit letter was submitted to 
DEHP, and later the annual audit 
report and annual monitoring report 
were submitted on 29  August 2013. 
DEHP stated that the response was 
satisfactory.

An action plan was developed to 
manage audit actions. There are 
currently 11 closed audit actions and 
the remaining 31 open actions are 
in progress, in accordance with the 
action plan.

The Combabula Project Third 
Party Environmental Compliance 
Audit assessed 381 applicable 
requirements. 

340 requirements complied with 
requirements of the Environmental 
Authority.

The audit revealed that non-
compliances tended to be 
administrative rather than related 
to unauthorised environmental 
activities or incidents. These 
included management plans not 
formally certified or missing required 
components, evidence of submission 
to administering authority not 
documented, and use of alternative 
templates not formally approved by 
the administering authority.

2. 3.
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Upstream Downstream
During the reporting period the 
Upstream Operator conducted 15 
level two HSE audits. Focus topics 
included regulatory compliance 
with Environmental Approvals 
(EAs), environmental monitoring, 
systems implementation, stakeholder 
management, land access, land 
disturbance, Cultural Heritage 
and Irrigation Management Plan. 
Responses to audit findings are 
managed through corrective action 
requests (CARS) which are managed 
through the ATLAS register. 

Origin, as a shareholder of Australia 
Pacific LNG, conducted an annual 
HSE Review of its LNG business (as 
Upstream Operator) in October and 
November 2013. The HSE Review 
assessed the design, implementation 
and effectiveness of key controls in 
mitigating HSE risks. An assessment 
of HSE cultural maturity was also 
performed, as safety culture is a critical 
factor influencing safety performance. 

The HSE Review had four key 
objectives: 

1. Assess compliance with and effective 
implementation of the HSEMS 
through a selection of divisional/
business unit HSE Management 
Plans, Asset Management Plans and 
Site Safety Management Plans. 

2. Determine the effectiveness of 
controls which mitigate the most 
significant HSE risks for the business.

3. Ensure that the business has effective 
implementation plans for both the 
‘Observations’ and ‘Life Saving Rules’ 
Corporate HSE programs and that 
those plans are on schedule. 

4. Determine the level of HSE cultural 
maturity across the business. 

The HSE Review identified 11 positive 
initiatives and 16 opportunities 
for improvement which are being 
implemented through CARs. 

During the reporting period the 
Downstream Operator conducted 
one environmental audit and four 
health and safety audits. Focus topics 
included the Primary Contractor’s 
Construction Environmental 
Management Plan for Curtis Island, 
the Primary Contractor’s HSE 
Management Plan (HSEMP) for Batam, 
training, and fall protection.

The Downstream Operator also 
received the findings report for the 
ConocoPhillips Corporate HSEMS 
Audit which was conducted in the 
previous reporting period. Eleven 
primary findings came out of this 
audit, including deficiencies in the 
implementation of incident investigation, 
audit procedures and the alignment 
with of the Contractor’s HSEMP.

3.6.3 Operator and 
Shareholder Audits
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Downstream
A non-conformance is a situation that 
is not consistent with conditions of 
approval or formal commitments made 
by the Company. Non-conformances 
are recorded as a result of any 
audits or inspections conducted 
by Regulators, Shareholders, the 
Company, Operators or Contractors.

During the reporting period, the 
Upstream Operator received 
one environment-related Penalty 
Infringement Notice for a total of 
AUD$2,200. This was related to a spill 
of untreated effluent from a pipeline 
construction camp. Appropriate 
remedial actions have been, 
undertaken in relation to this incident. 
This was identified in the previous 
report as a spill of untreated effluent 
to land.

During this reporting period, the 
Upstream Operator also received 9 
warning letters relating to reportable 
incidents which were disclosed to 
Regulators. These letters related to 
matters including clearing without 
permissions, sediment release, 
incorrectly completed waste tracking 
certificates, sewage spills, noise limit 
exceedances and quarantine incidents.

The Upstream Operator takes warning 
notices seriously and seeks to correct 
procedural or technical oversights that 
have resulted in actions that led to the 
issue of a warning notice.

During the reporting period, the 
Downstream Operator received one 
warning letter from DEHP. The warning 
letter related to a reportable incident 
which was disclosed to the Regulator. 
In July 2013 the Downstream Operator 
received a warning letter for a spill 
of two litres of hydraulic oil into the 
Gladstone Harbour. Spill containment 
measures were immediately deployed, 
and the spill was reported and promptly 
investigated, and the Regulator 
consequently issued a warning.

The Downstream Operator 
recognises that warning letters are 
not considered to be environmental 
non-conformances. However, the 
Operator takes these letters seriously 
and seeks to correct procedural 
or technical oversights that could 
result in environmental harm during 
construction activities. This included 
an Operator request that the primary 
sub-contractor and its sub-contractors 
review their operating procedures in 
the marine environment.

3.7.1 
Non-conformances Upstream

3.7 Conformance
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3.8 Environmental 
and Social 
Milestones

The Upstream Operator maintains all 
corrective actions identified through 
incidents, observations, inspections 
and risk reviews in the Origin Collective 
Intelligence System (OCIS). Audit 
findings and associated corrective 
actions for the existing operations 
are also held in OCIS. These are 
tracked and assigned to the Upstream 
Operator’s personnel for close 
out. Audit findings and associated 
corrective actions for the Phase 1 
sub-project groups are held in the 
Oracle Quality Management System. 
These are tracked and communicated 
to principal contractor personnel for 
close out. 

A Corrective Action Plan was 
developed for each Third Party 
Environmental Audit as required for the 
audit of the Environmental Authority for 
the Walloons and Combabula fields. 
The Corrective Action Plans addressing 
the findings for the Walloons and 
Combabula audits were prepared 
during the reporting period with the 
Combabula plan submitted to DEHP in 
October 2013 and the Walloons plan 
submitted in January 2013 (outside 
the reporting period). These plans 
are currently being implemented and 
tracked to completion.

The Downstream Operator drafted a 
Corrective Action Plan in response to 
the ConocoPhillips HSEMS Audit. This 
plan was prepared and approved within 
the reporting period. The Downstream 
Operator continues to address the 
corrective actions, which will be 
progressively closed out during 2014.

Environmental and social milestones 
are part of the Project execution 
plans for development and operation 
of the Upstream and Downstream 
components. Key environmental and 
social milestones achieved during the 
reporting period include:

•	 July 2013 – the threatened flora 
offset sites were approved by the 
Regulator.

•	 August 2013 – completed protection 
of a 730 hectare Australia Pacific 
LNG share of joint offset for the 
Curtis Island and Narrow Offset site 
in the Curtis Island Environmental 
Management Precinct. 

•	September 2013 – Federal 
approval granted for the LNG 
Facility and narrows crossing 
pipeline habitat offsets.

•	 September 2013 – Strategic 
Cropping Land Compliance 
Certificate for monitoring bores at 
Talinga Pond A issued by Regulator.

Upstream Downstream

3.7.2 Corrective 
Action Plans



4. Labour and
working conditions

Upstream Project Temporary Accomodation Facility
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Attracting and retaining a qualified workforce 
is crucial to the success of delivering the 
Australia Pacific LNG Project. The Project 
offers many employment opportunities for 
local Australians, and has a priority to achieve 
a safe and healthy workplace.  

At the end of the reporting period 
the Project engaged 16,731 full-time 
equivalent (FTE) employees and 
contractors representing a 25 percent 
increase on the previous reporting 
period. These included 7,930 FTEs 
working in the Upstream Project – of 
that figure, 1,267 FTEs are engaged in 
existing operations and 6,663 FTEs are 
working specifically on the Upstream 
Project development. The Upstream 
workforce includes 1,283 FTE direct 
employees and 6,648 FTE contractors.  

The Downstream Project engaged 
8,752 FTEs which comprise 262 FTE 
employees and 8,489 FTE contractors, 
the majority working for Bechtel. This 
includes 4,867 contract workers at the 
Module Yard in Batam, Indonesia.

The Australia Pacific LNG Corporate 
Office also engaged 49 FTEs (primarily 
shareholder secondees) in the 
Brisbane office.

Exposure hours increased from 
15,160,930 hours in the previous 
period to 20,322,799 hours in this 
reporting period. The increase in 
exposure hours of approximately 34 
percent during this reporting period 
reflects increased Project activity 
(Figure 4.1). 

Figure 4.1 Total exposure hours by reporting period
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The following hazard management 
processes are part of the overall Health 
and Safety Management Plan: 

•	 Origin Energy Life Saving Rules

•	 Major hazard risk assessment

•	 Site level risk assessment

•	 Work Method Statements

•	 Job Hazard Analysis

•	 Standard operating procedures

•	 Personal task hazard identification 
and risk analysis tools

•	 Leadership visits (HSSE)

•	 Observations

•	 Workplace safety  
committee meetings

•	 Project pre-mobilisation  
alignment meetings

•	 Safety stand-downs

•	 Site and management meetings

•	 Toolbox meetings

•	 Daily pre-start meetings

•	  Bulletin board updates

•	  Safety alerts.

As part of regular monthly reporting, 

hazard management activities across the 

LNG Division are recorded (Table 4.1).

Upstream

4.1 Hazard management

Table 4.1  Upstream hazard management*

* Not all hazard management activities conducted were recorded. Table 4.1 represents recorded hazard management activities. 
+ PCIF = Pipeline Compression and Interconnect Facility

Both the Downstream and Upstream 
Operators manage hazards through 
a positive behaviour based safety 
management strategy.

Hazard management type Drilling and 
Completions Facilities Gathering 

Implementation PCIF+ Pipelines

Safety inspections 19 966 15 3 742

Emergency response drills 20 27 4 3 49

Manager site visits/walk-throughs 81 301 404 5 123

Incidents 72 14 11 6 14

Observations 1369 1223 409 97 161

Near misses 99 84 122 6 29
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Downstream

Table 4.2  Downstream hazard management 

Hazard management type LNG facility Module Yard

Toolbox meetings/JHAs 4,657 22,595

Manager walk-throughs 4,514 9,545

HSE inspections 8,662 44,418

STARRT cards 5,698 58,877

Orientations 1,463 2,605

Emergency drills and exercises 35 5

Positive observations 22,371 -

Bechtel employee on Curtis Island

An increased focus on safety 
management tools such as Safety 
Task Analysis and Risk Reduction Talk 
(STARRT) cards, Job Hazard Analysis 
(JHA), manager walk-throughs, and 
toolbox talks are used on the Curtis 
Island LNG facility construction site 
and the Module Yard site in Batam, 
Indonesia to build a strong safety 
culture and positive work habits.

Additionally, leading and lagging 
safety indicators are tracked and 
used to promote an ongoing safety 
focus, which is rewarded through 
celebrations when certain milestones 
are achieved. The Module Yard in 
Batam was approaching seven million 
man hours without a lost time incident 
at the end of the reporting period. 
This significant accomplishment was 
celebrated on site and the ongoing 
emphasis on reaching new milestones 

continues to be a motivating tool to 
promote a culture of risk management.

Table 4.2 lists activities conducted 
by Bechtel and its sub-contractors 
to help improve awareness and 
manage hazards.
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The Project’s key safety indicator – the 
rolling 12-month Total Recordable 
Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) –
continued to improve in the second 
half of 2013, standing at 4.1 at the end 
of December. This measure shows 
approximately 16 percent improvement 
over the previous six-month reporting 
period and a 28 percent improvement 
in 2013 (Figure 4.2).

The Project has seen a significant 
increase in activity over the past 
year as it progresses through the 
construction phase. Hours worked 
have increased by over 34 percent in 
the reporting period and site hazards 
associated with this increase in activity 

have also increased. Throughout this 
period of growth Australia Pacific LNG 
has seen significant improvement 
in the 12-month rolling recordable 
injury rate (see Figure 4.3). Most 
of the improvement seen through 
2013 was due to the Operators 
implementing plans developed in 2012 
to address shortcomings in existing 
safety performance. These plans 
also anticipated hazards associated 
with future Project activities, such as 
working at heights and use of cranes. 
The successful implementation of 
these plans is expected to continue to 
influence improved safety performance.

Recordable Injuries Upstream

Recordable Injuries Downstream

TRIFR Upstream Operator

TRIFR Downstream Operator

TRIFR Consolidated APLNG

Consolidated Man Hours 

Figure 4.2 Australia Pacific LNG rolling 12-month TRIFR (per million hours worked)

“Australia Pacific LNG safety 
indicator improved 16 percent 
between July and December 2013”.

4.2 Safety performance

Rolling 12 Month TRIFR (per million hours)
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Consolidated APLNG Upstream Operator Downstream Operator

Figure 4.3 Australia Pacific LNG consolidated safety performance by reporting period

Australia Pacific LNG’s corporate 
office staff continues to work safely 
with no recordable injuries. While 
office workers are not as exposed 
to the same level of hazards or 
high risk activity as construction 
or operations workers, safety of 
personnel remains an area that 
is actively managed through 
orientation, induction, safety toolbox 
talks, fortnightly team meetings and 
office-based HSE teams.
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Recordable 
Injuries Severity
There were 81 recordable injury 
cases during the reporting period as 
compared with 64 injuries recorded 
in the previous reporting period. Of 
these, there were 14 lost time cases 
(LTC), 24 restricted work cases (RWC), 
and 43 medical treatment cases 
(MTC). For the same period there were 
696 first aid cases (FAC). Although 
there was an increase in the number 
of recordable incidents compared with 
the previous reporting period (Figures 
4.4 and 4.5). When considering the 
substantial increase in the number of 
exposure hours, the TRIFR continued 
to decrease. 

Being hit by moving objects and line of 
fire situations continue to be the primary 
mechanism of injury. Hand injuries 
continue to be the body part most 
commonly injured (approximately 48 
percent for the reporting period). This is 
consistent with the industry in general 
and both Operators continued to take 
measures to address hand injuries.

Australia Pacific LNG and the 
Operators continue to focus on 
improving safety and reducing the 
severity of any injury. The aim is to 
ensure that those who are injured on 
our worksites receive timely and proper 
care and are able to return to their 
job quickly. Severe workplace injuries 
are down for this reporting period. 
Quick medical attention, effective 
case management and supervisor 
engagement have been effective in 
reducing the impact of many injuries.

Figure 4.4 Recordable injuries by reporting period

Figure 4.5 Safety Performance Pyramid
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DownstreamUpstream
During the reporting period, 21 
recordable safety incidents occurred 
at the Curtis Island construction site. 
The Module Yard in Batam Indonesia 
completed the reporting period with no 
lost time safety incidents, accumulating 
almost seven million lost time injury-free 
hours since start-up.

The TRIFR for the Downstream Project 
has fluctuated each month over the 
reporting period, and stood at 1.98 
at the end of December 2013. This 
is attributable to the number of new 
workers on the Downstream Project, 
which is at its highest level since the 
beginning of the Project.  

At the end of the reporting period, 
the Upstream Project TRIFR had 
improved by approximately 21 
percent over the previous period 
to 5.55 (compared to 7.06 in the 
previous reporting period). This 
improvement was particularly positive 
as it was achieved during a period of 
peak construction activity in which 
number of hours worked and the risk 
exposure increased significantly.

This improvement was driven by an 
increased focus on key hazard areas 
for Drilling and Completions (slips, 
trips and falls and hand injuries), the 
continued improvement of the Gas 
Field Facilities recovery plan with 
principal sub-contractors and the 
embedding of the ‘Game On’ safety 
program with MCJV and Nacap. All 
business units experienced a reduction 
in TRIFR during the period.

High Potential 
Incidents
There have been 22 High Potential 
Incidents (HPIs) during this reporting 
period. HPIs involved cranes, 
hydro-testing and commissioning of 
electrical equipment.

The Upstream Project recorded 16 
HPIs during the reporting period. 
These included forklift roll-over, 
vehicle overturn, risk of electrocution, 
near head-on vehicle collision, and 
falling objects. 

The Downstream Project recorded 
seven HPIs during the reporting period, 
including a pipe spool roll-off, a barge 
collision, a confined space violation 
and a dropped weight incident.
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A state-of-the-art motorbike simulator, a chance 
to win a new motorbike, and a hard-hitting ‘room 
of horror’ are parts of successful efforts to manage 
the biggest safety risk for workers travelling to the 
Australia Pacific LNG’s module yard on the island 
of Batam in Indonesia.

As the common mode of transport, travelling by 
motorcycle on the island is considered the greatest 
threat to the safety of staff.  Unsafe driving practices 
– particularly not wearing a helmet – combined with 
narrow roads, potholes, and traffic congestion combine 
to create significant safety risks.

To manage these risks ConocoPhillips implemented a 
Defensive Riding program for employees in 2013.  

Since the program was launched, there have been no 
major road-related injuries and the riding habits of staff 
have shown a significant improvement in terms of safety 
awareness. 

Led by a specialist from Honda Motorcycles, the 
program involved the use of a state-of-the art 
motorcycle simulator as well as classroom based 
theoretical training. 

A professional mechanical inspection of employees’ 
motorcycles and free replacement of any faulty spare-
parts was included as part of the program.  

As an incentive to promote the program internally, staff 
who completed the training went into the draw to win a 
new motorbike and accessories.

To reinforce the program, the ConocoPhillips project 
team has also created a ‘Room of Horror’ presentation 
to educate staff on the risk and consequences of not 
wearing a helmet when riding a motorcycle. 

The presentation features videos of serious motorcycle 
incidents and highlights the physical consequences of 
failing to wear a helmet.   

According to APLNG Module Yard Health Safety and 
Environment Lead, Manuel Gonzalez, the ‘Room of 
Horror’ initiative has dramatically increased the number 
of staff observed riding to work with a helmet.

“Our staff are our most valued asset and their health 
and safety is paramount.  The ‘Room of Horror’ 
initiative has proven to be a real incentive for safer riding 
behaviour.” he said.

Defensive riding success in  
Batam, Indonesia 

29
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The hours of work and rest breaks of 
Australia Pacific LNG and its Operators 
and contractors’ personnel are 
governed by a number of directives, 
procedures and agreements.

Australia Pacific LNG recognises 
that fatigue is an occupational health 
and safety risk that affects health, 
increases workplace injury risk and 
reduces performance and productivity. 
It impacts on workplace safety and 
operational capabilities. 

 

Upstream operations work an even 
time roster which is 14 days on and 
14 days off. Across construction 
activities for the Upstream Project 
the predominant roster is 21 days on 
and 7 days off. The other common 
roster used in the Upstream Project 
construction work is a 28 days 
on 9 days off roster used within 
the pipelines construction project. 
This roster is considered standard 
practice across the pipeline industry in 
Australia. People working under these 

shift roster arrangements generally 
work a 12 hour period followed by 
a 12 hour rest period. Across the 
Upstream Project, site-based rostered 
employees are offered a charter flight 
between Brisbane and Roma at the 
start of their work cycle (Fly in, Fly 
out – FIFO). The employees are then 
transported via bus or pool vehicle to 
site accommodation.

During this reporting period, The 
Miles Airport upgrade was completed 
enabling commercial sized aircrafts to 
fly into the region. This has increased 
the number of flights and the carrying 
capacity of planes available to 
Upstream employees and contractors. 
In turn this has reduced the number 
of employees driving to site (Drive 
in, Drive out – DIDO), and therefore 
reduced the associated travel risk and 
travel hours driving. 

FIFO and DIDO provides the 
Upstream Operator with sufficient 
resources to conduct operations, 
without drawing existing workers 
from local communities, which are 
currently experiencing very low levels 
of unemployment. This means that 
local communities benefit from money 
spent in the region by FIFO workers 
as well as maintaining existing 
industries and skills.

At the end of December 2013, 37 
percent of all directly hired personnel 
(including employees and contractors, 
but excluding personnel hired by 
major sub-contractors) are working 
under the FIFO/DIDO regime for the 
Upstream Operator. 

Downstream construction employees 
and contractors currently work a 58–
hour week, comprising five ten-hour 
shifts Monday through Friday and an 
additional eight-hour shift on Saturday. 

FIFO workers operate on shifts 
consisting of 28 days on, and 7 days 
off, working six days per week.  During 
the reporting period 53 percent 
(2,051 workers) of the construction 
workforce was on a FIFO regime. This 
percentage has decreased slightly 
during this reporting period due to the 
growing demand for skilled labour on 
Curtis Island, and the need to bring in 
specialised workers from other locations.

4.3 Shift roster arrangements

The Australia Pacific LNG Project requires 
a large and diverse workforce. The Project’s 
routine operations include sites that require 
extended work hours, including those operating 
24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Upstream

Downstream

The first plane arrives after the completion of the AUD$20 million upgrade to the Miles airport.
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4.5 Training4.4 Diversity

Induction training is a key 
requirement for all new Upstream 
employees and contractors. 
During the reporting period, work 
commenced on the development of 
new training modules including:

•	  Environmental induction training 
‘E-Learn’ modules for topics such 
as waste management and risk 
and compliance, with additional 
modules to be completed

•	  Foundation ‘Project Field 
Readiness Program’ for new 
starters based in field roles, with 
an environmental and social 
component to the training

•	 Training matrix of courses 
completed applicable to the job role.

During the reporting period 3,672 
Project employees or contractors 
attended training.  This included 2,542 
personnel attending Leading HSE 
Induction modules 0 &1 and 1,130 
personnel attending Drilling Leading 
HSE Induction modules 0 & 1.

Upstream

Project training, awareness and 
competency requirements for Health, 
Safety and Environment are set out in 
the Australia Pacific LNG Health, Safety 
and Environment and Sustainable 
Development Plan.

Downstream

The Project currently employs over 
465 women, excluding women 
employed by major sub-contractors 
engaged on the Upstream Project. 
Approximately 254 full-time 
equivalent (FTE) positions are filled by 
Indigenous people, including casual 
and part time workers engaged 
as Cultural Heritage monitors (see 
section 11.4 for more details).

The majority of the Project workforce 
is Australian. There are 211 
expatriates working in Australia.  
The majority of the 4,867 workers 
at the Module Yard in Batam, 
Indonesia, are Indonesian. 

In Australia, the workforce is 
mostly local or regional. For the 
Downstream Project, approximately 
33 percent (1,285 workers) are 
sourced from the Gladstone area. 
The Upstream Project sources 
approximately 20 percent of its 
workers from the regions near the 
Project sites, and approximately 
70 percent from South East 
Queensland, which includes the 
Brisbane metropolitan area and the 
Gold and Sunshine coasts. 

These requirements include environment and social aspects and 
are designed to meet:

•	 Relevant Queensland and Australian Government requirements

•	  Environment Impact Statement (EIS) commitments

•	  International Finance Corporation performance standards (Social 
and Environmental Assessment and Management Systems).

During the previous reporting period 
additional training classifications 
for high risk activities were made 
available where required, such as 
crane operations licensing, elevated 
work training, rigging and dogging, 
scaffolding training, and forklift 
operation. During the reporting period 
the number of workers trained in 
confined space, working at heights, 
and other high risk work activities 
continued to increase in line with 
skilled workers’ requirements on site.

The Module Yard in Batam, Indonesia 
implemented an optional safety 
training programme to improve 
motorbike safety. Motorbikes are 
the principal mode of transport to 
and from site. The training has been 
well received and effective, and will 
continue in 2014. 

Condabri Central Gas Processing Plant Motorcycle Simulator Training in Batam.
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4.6 Wellbeing and accommodation

Construction work is continuing on 
other TAFs the development region. 
The total capacity for temporary 
accommodation is currently 
approximately 7,500 beds.

The Upstream Project delivers practical 
programs designed to encourage 
people to make informed decisions 
about health and safety, and to 
prevent or minimise illness and injuries. 
Programs encourage physical activity, 
nutrition and other healthy habits.

During the reporting period the number 
of workers registered in the Curtis 
Island TAF increased from 1,768 to 
the facility’s maximum capacity of 
2,600. Due to the completion and 
maximum use of the Curtis Island TAF, 
the Project no longer occupies any 
accommodation on the mainland. This 
has resulted in a reduction of a further 
56 residences occupied at the end of 
the previous reporting period.

Several locations also include a fully 
staffed medical clinic. The primary 
purpose of the clinics is to attend to 
injuries incurred on the worksite. Access 
to immediate medical attention can 
minimise pain and discomfort and allow 
the worker to return to work quickly. 
Personal health and wellbeing on 
the jobsite is also supported at every 
location. The availability of medical 
facilities on site ensures many workers 
do not have to leave the jobsite to seek 
medical attention. Between 80-90 
percent of all visits to site clinics are not 
work related. In this reporting period 
4,559 visits to site medical clinics were 
recorded by the Upstream Operator, with 
only 630 visits due to on site injuries. 
There were no events of infections 
illnesses recorded in the reporting period.

HSE and medical staff support the 
Operators’ Health and Wellness 
Programs by delivering a series 
of wellness topics or programs to 
employees and contractors. 

Providing educational materials, 
access to medical providers, access to 
exercise equipment and healthy food 
options support high employee morale 
at remote work locations.

Upstream

Downstream

The importance of maintaining or 
improving employee and contractor 
health and wellness is recognised 
by Australia Pacific LNG and both 
Operators. Healthy workers are more 
productive and this applies to both the 
office and field environment. Office-
based health and wellness programs 
consist of educational topics, work 
station ergonomics, exercise/fitness 
programs and wellness campaigns 
such as flu shots. 

A majority of field-based workers 
live in Temporary Accommodation 
Facilities (TAFs) near worksites. In 
addition to providing housing and 
food, TAFs provide access to gym 
equipment, including weights and 
cardio equipment. TAFs also include 
sporting facilities to encourage team 
sports. TAF staff support employees 
and contractors with gym routines and 
exercise programs.

Healthy food choices are an important 
aspect to maintaining a fit workforce. 
Healthy and ‘heart smart’ eating 
options are available. 
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Number of workers in FIFO 
regime: 
Upstream 477

Downstream 2,051 

Number of expatriates 
(457 visas: 211 total)
Upstream 62*

Downstream 149

4.8 Key performance 
indicators 

4.7 Key actions table update

TRIFR: 4.10

Upstream 5.55

Downstream 1.98

Number of High Potential 
Incidents:
Upstream 15

Downstream 7

Number of Australia 
Pacific LNG and contractor 
workforce sourced from the 
local area: 

Upstream 256# 

Downstream 1,285

(approximately 33% of total workforce)

Number of women (465 total)

Upstream 108

Downstream 357

Participants in skills 
development programs 98**

Number of apprentices                    17

Number of scholarships 
offered by the Australia Pacific 
LNG Project

30+

Type Description Date Status

Implementation 
of Strategy

Completion of the 
LNG Plant temporary 
accommodation facility 

Q3 2012 Complete

Completion of the 
Australia Pacific LNG 
Project Workforce and 
Training Strategy  

Q2 2012
Complete  
June 2012  

Development and 
approval of Living 
Local Strategy 

Q2 2012
Complete  
August 2012 and 
fully operational

Planning for 
operations workforce  

In place by 
2014

In progress*

* The Operations workforce continued to grow over the reporting period. An 
additional 35 persons, including many supervisory positions, were added 
during the reporting period bringing the total operations team to 242. Additional 
operations roles in Gladstone and Brisbane are proposed to be filled during 
2014. ConocoPhillips are focussing on establishing the right culture and technical 
expertise before the facility starts operation in 2015.

Safety Performance

Diversity

# This refers to the Upstream Operator’s personnel only (employees and direct 
contractors). It is estimated that when Major Contractors’ personnel are included 
the local workforce is approximately 20 percent regional and 70 percent from 
SE Queensland which includes Brisbane metropolitan area and the Gold and 
Sunshine Coasts.

* 62 directly sponsored by the Upstream Operator

** At the end of the reporting period, there were 98 local residents participating in 
skills development programs (82 Community Skills Scholarship Program and 16 in 
the Count Me In Program).

+ 30 scholarship recipients from the 2013 intake. A total of 133 scholarships have 
been awarded since the program began in 2007. At the end of the reporting 
period, there were 82 participants in the Community Skills Scholarship program.
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5. Pollution 
prevention and 
abatement
Australia Pacific LNG’s sustainability 
commitment describes the Project’s approach 
to sustainable development and specifically 
refers to principles designed to minimise 
environmental impact and prevent pollution. 
In combination with relevant laws and regulations Australia Pacific LNG Sustainability 
Principles have guided the development of the Sub-plan for prevention and abatement 
of pollution. Mitigation measures in this plan are based on the nature of the existing 
environmental conditions, and sensitive environmental and human receptors which might 
be potentially impacted by the Project, as identified during the EIS process.

Curtis Island stormwater outfall rock apron to prevent scouring.  
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5.1 Air emissions

The majority of air emissions 
associated with CSG operations are 
combustion gases (oxides of nitrogen, 
carbon monoxides, carbon dioxides 
and trace hydrocarbons) and minor 
fugitive methane emissions. During the 
construction stage, emissions are also 
generated by the use of diesel fuel for 
electricity generation, land and marine 
transport. Dust is also considered in 
this section.

5.1.1 Greenhouse gas 
emissions
The majority of greenhouse gas 
emissions from the CSG gas industry 
occur at end use of the gas where it 
is burnt as fuel for power generation.  
Only a fraction of emissions originate 
from the production and processing 
phases. Data provided in this 
section refers only to emissions from 
construction activities, production 
and processing of the gas. These 
emissions are measured as tonnes of 
carbon dioxide equivalent released to 
the atmosphere.

Construction activities generate 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
through the use of diesel for land 
and marine transport and local 
power generators.

Overall GHG emissions increased 
during this reporting period by 
approximately 30 per cent over 
the previous period (Figure 5.1). 
The increase is associated with the 
scaling up of construction activities 
for Upstream and Downstream 
components. GHG emissions 
associated with existing Upstream 
Operations (the largest contributing 
component) also increased during this 
reporting period due to process and 
maintenance requirements at the Peat 
operation and commissioning activities 
at Condabri (Figure 5.2).

Tonnes of CO2 Equivalent

Figure 5.1 Australia Pacific LNG Project wide GHG emissions by reporting period*
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Figure 5.2 Australia Pacific LNG GHG emissions by reporting period*
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* Greenhouse gas emmisions data is unaudited at the time of publication
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Flaring at the gas processing 
plants will be minimised through 
precise field automation, telemetry 
monitoring and control. The flares 
used at the Condabri development are 
designed to operate with 98 percent 
combustion efficiency. This means 
that 98 percent of methane gas sent 
to a flare is combusted to produce 
primarily carbon dioxide and water. 
Small volumes of oxides of nitrogen, 
methane and carbon monoxide are 
also likely to be emitted.

As electricity transmission lines 
progressively replace gas-fired 
compression units in the gas field, well 
head micro-turbines will collectively 
represent the next-largest source of gas 
field emissions. Due to the size of the 
individual emissions and the spacing of 
the wells, the impact will be negligible.

As per previous reporting periods, 
the use of diesel fuel related to plant 
construction, power generation and 
vehicle and vessel movements generate 
the majority of air emissions created by 
Downstream construction activities. 

The implementation of the Contractor’s 
reporting strategy has resulted in 
a consistent reporting framework, 
critical to their success to report 
emissions pursuant to the National 
Greenhouse and Emissions Reporting 
Act 2007. The report was prepared 
and implemented by the Primary 
Contractor during this reporting period.

GHG emissions are very similar to 
the last reporting period. This shows 
that the level of on-site activities 
has remained constant, as the bulk 
earthworks are finalised and the focus 
shifts to above ground works. 

Carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2-e) 
have reduced by approximately 27 
percent compared with the previous 
reporting period. This was due to 
changes to site construction activity 
including a shift of more workers to 
temporary accommodation facilities on 
Curtis Island which reduced mainland 
transport requirements. 

Upstream Downstream
CSG fugitive emissions come from 
infrastructure, and minor venting of 
methane where it is not practicable  
to flare.

In late 2013 the Upstream Operator 
participated in the Australian 
Government’s joint research project 
with the CSIRO into fugitive emissions 
from CSG operations. It is anticipated 
that results from the study will become 
available in early 2014 and will 
continue to provide input into National 
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting 
(NGER) Act regulation revisions to 
support accurate emission reporting.

Fugitive Emissions
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Noise and vibration may be generated 
during construction and operation 
of the gas production wells, gas 
pipelines, the LNG plant and 
associated infrastructure. Increased 
traffic during construction is another 
source of noise for which mitigation 
measures have been adopted.

A noise monitoring program is in place in 
gas field sites near sensitive receptors. 
Results during the reporting period 
generally confirm that noise levels were 
within the Project’s noise level guidelines.  
There were ten noise complaints 
within the reporting period, with two 
community complaints relating to dust 
and noise.  As a result of complaints, 
Origin has instructed the relevant site 
representatives to ensure all activities are 
carried out in a way to minimise noise 
emissions, in line with noise modelling 
for the Project, and update management 
plans and standard operating 
procedures. Origin has also integrated a 
noise awareness campaign into its field 
operations, designed to minimise noise 
wherever possible.

Noise monitoring for the Downstream 
Project is complaint-based as set out 
in the EIS. As part of the EIS process, 
baseline noise levels were determined. 
While periodic noise monitoring has 
been undertaken by sub-contractors, 
no noise complaints have been logged 
since the Project began.

A noise modelling report was finalised 
during the reporting period, to 
determine potential noise levels at 
sensitive receptors during operations. 
The recommendations of the report will 
be incorporated into the Operational 
Environmental Management Plan to be 
drafted in 2014.  

A dust deposition monitoring program 
is in place in gas field sites. Results 
are assessed as a rolling 30 day 
average. There were eight community 
complaints relating to dust within the 
reporting period, and two community 
complaints relating to dust and noise. 
The dust complaints were mostly 
associated with dust caused by 
vehicles on local roads impacting 
nearby properties. Drought conditions 
in the Project areas have contributed 
to dust issues. All complaints were 
responded to and followed up with 
dust suppression activities. Dust 
suppression usually involves use of 
water tankers to spray unsealed roads.

Downstream

5.1.2 Dust

Upstream

During dry weather, dust suppression 
is conducted using water-spraying 
from trucks using rainwater which 
has gathered in collection ponds (if 
available) or reticulated mains water. 
During the reporting period dust 
emissions have been minimised through 
implementation of controls outlined in 
the Project Environmental Management 
Plan. No dust complaints were received 
during the reporting period.

Upstream Downstream

5.2 Noise and vibration

Airborne noise and vibration have the 
potential to impact the surrounding 
community and environment if not 
properly managed.
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Operating and construction sites have 
site-based waste management plans 
in line with the Upstream Operator 
Waste Management Plan. During the 
reporting period, construction waste 
and general waste disposal to landfill 
made up the majority (90 percent) 
of unregulated wasted disposed. 
Approximately 10 percent of all waste 
generated during the reporting period 
was recycled. Figure 5.3 shows the 
main waste categories, tonnage and 
disposal methods.

5.3 Waste management

Upstream

The Project has developed waste management plans 
that aim to eliminate, reduce, reuse, recycle, treat and 
dispose of waste appropriately.

Figure 5.3 Upstream Project unregulated 
wastes and disposal methods

Waste categories (in tonnes) and disposal method:

Other Domestic waste → landfill

Metals and Scrap Metals → recycling

Paper, Wood and Textiles → recycling

Poly pipe → recycling

Construction waste → landfill

Cooking Oil → recycling

General Co-mingled Waste → landfill

Concrete → recycling

All cans, plastic, bottles and cardboard → recycling

5,840

2,130

45.8

7.4
8.3649.5

292
327

473
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Waste management is an important 
component of sustainability on the   
LNG facility construction site. The site 
continues to use the Gladstone Area 
Water Board pipeline for wastewater 
disposal, and has one company 
handling regulated and unregulated 
waste from Curtis Island and mainland 
facilities during construction.

Unregulated waste streams 
During the reporting period 
unregulated waste has grown by 
about 525 tonnes. Increases in waste 
generation is some areas were offset 
by declines in others.  

Much of this waste consists of 
recyclable materials such as paper, 
wood, and textiles, recycleable office 
paper, and certain scrap metals  which 
is collected in separated bins on site 
and transferred to processing facilities 
owned and operated by the contracted 
waste management company.  

In line with the continuing growth in 
numbers workers housed in the Curtis 
Island temporary accomodation facility 
(Figure 5.4), food waste represents a 
large and increasing Component of 
the unregulated waste stream. 

The most significant waste stream 
increase has been paper/wood/textiles, 
with growth of over 260 percent. This 
growth reflects the significant increase 
in equipment and module deliveries, 
with an associated increase in the 
amount of packaging or dunnage used 
to protect goods in transport. 

Downstream

Waste categories (in tonnes) and 
disposal method:

Figure 5.4 Downstream Project 
unregulated wastes and  
disposal methods

Food Waste → landfill

Other Domestic Wastes → landfill

Paper, wood and textiles  
→ recycling

Metals and scrap metals  
→ recycling

Construction waste → landfill

Recyclable office waste (paper)  
→ recycling

869.49

538.7

256.84

64.64
8.52

469.28
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Upstream

Downstream

5.4 Waste water

With the exception of produced water 
and brine, waste water principally 
comprises treated or untreated sewage 
effluent. At existing gas processing 
facilities, water treatment facilities 
and accommodation camps, on-site 
sewage treatment plants treat the 
sewage and the treated effluent is then 
irrigated on specially designed plots.

Construction site accommodation 
camps and gas processing and water 
treatment facilities will have operational 
sewage treatment plants for on-site 
effluent treatment and irrigation. 
The irrigation of treated effluent is 
controlled by environmental approval 
conditions including monitoring 
to ensure compliance. If irrigation 
water quality limits are exceeded or 
sewerage treatment plant shutdowns 
are required at existing sites, treated 
or untreated effluent is transported for 
off-site disposal.

ConocoPhillips has partnered with 
the Gladstone Area Water Board 
and Gladstone Regional Council to 
construct two pipelines to supply 
water and dispose of sewage from 
Curtis Island. 

Gladstone locals with disabilities are set to benefit from an 
innovative recycling scheme being spearheaded by Australia 
Pacific LNG and Bechtel.
Launched by the Cerebral Palsy League (CPL) in Gladstone last month, Metal for 
Mobility encourages companies to recycle their scrap metal into specially made 
Metal for Mobility skips onsite; the scrap metal is then sold to a scrap metal agent, 
with the funds raised donated back to the CPL to spend on local programs for 
people with disabilities.

Metal for Mobility launch in Gladstone.
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Upstream

5.5 Hazardous materials

Waste disposal of hazardous materials 
is highly regulated and is governed 
by the Environmental Protection 
(Waste Management) Regulation 2000 
(Queensland). Details, including waste 
type, quantity, waste transporter and 
disposal location, are recorded and 
provided to the administering authority. 

Hazardous or regulated waste 
generated in the Upstream Project 
is primarily alkaline produced 
water from CSG operations, and 
sewage. Licensed contractors 
that have appropriate treatment 
facilities are engaged to manage 
regulated waste. All waste contracts 
require the contractor to develop 
waste management initiatives. A 
breakdown of regulated wastes for 
the Upstream Project during this 
reporting period can be seen in 
figures 5.5 and 5.6.

Figure 5.5 Upstream Project 
regulated liquid wastes volumes and 
disposal methods

18,757

3,966

1,384

121.6

288

87.2

153.9

4
1.7

14.4
85.9

Interceptor Pond Waste → recycling

Septic Waste → recycling

Wash Down Sludge → recycling

Wet Oil → recycling

Waste Oils → recycling

Oily Filters → landfill

Grey/Black Water → recycling

Residual chemicals → recycling

Oily Water → recycling

Grease Trap → recycling

Seperator Solids → recycling

Waste categories (in Kilolitres) and 
disposal method:

Figure 5.6 Upstream Project regulated 
solid wastes tonnage and fate

 

270

2

53

14
9.05

0.039
0.012

0.067

Waste categories (in tonnes) and 
disposal method:

Tyres → recycling

Contaminated Soil → landfill

Treated Wood → landfill

Oily Rags/Oily Filters → landfill

Batteries (palletised) → recycle

Printer Cartridges → recycle

Fluro Lamps → landfill

Coalescer Filter → landfill
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Downstream
All regulated wastes (except for 
sewage disposed via sewerage 
system) are stored and monitored 
on site at Curtis Island until they 
can be disposed of by the waste 
management contractor. Regulated 
liquid waste consisting primarily 
of sewage from the Curtis Island 
construction site is transported to 
Gladstone via the GAWB pipeline and 
treated at a licensed facility prior to 
re-use as water supply to a nearby 
Alumina refinery.

Another major source of Downstream 
hazardous waste is contaminated 
soil which has been exposed to 
hydrocarbons or other chemicals 
during the construction process. 
These soils are disposed of by a 
certified waste management company 
and the wastes are transported 
to facilities equipped to treat and 
remediate these soils. The volume of 
contaminated soil disposal was higher 
in this reporting period due to a land-
based diesel spill (refer to Section 5.6). 

In addition to contaminated soil, oily 
water and waste oil, oily rags, and waste 
drums are the other major regulated 
solid waste streams originating from 
Downstream construction activities 
(Figures 5.7 and 5.8). These waste 
streams all are dealt with in the same 
manner as the above contaminated soil 
waste process i.e. they are stored on 
site in specified bunded areas and then 
transferred off-site to certified waste 
management facilities.

4.96
0.5

236.7

212

Figure 5.7 Downstream Project regulated 
solid wastes and disposal methods

Waste Drums → recycle

Oily Rags/Oily Filters → landfill

Batteries (Palletised) → recycle

Contaminated Soil → landfill

Waste categories (in tonnes) and 
disposal method:

3,659

73.6

Figure 5.8 Downstream Project regulated 
liquid wastes and disposal methods

Waste categories (in Kilolitres) and 
disposal method:

Waste Oils → recycling

Septic Waste → treated/recycled
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Environmental incidents 
summary

The total number of reportable 
incidents remained at a similar level 
to the previous reporting period at 
54 incidents (51 for the previous 
period). With an 11 percent increase in 
exposure hours this reporting period, 
the small increase in total reportable 
incidents represents a modest 
performance improvement.

The following categories of reportable 
incident occurred during the reporting 
period: 

•	  non-compliances with Environmental 
Approval conditions

•	  hydrocarbon spills 

•	  water quality exceedances 

•	  unauthorised vegetation clearing

•	  biosecurity incidents

•	  waste compliance incidents.

The level of risk associated with 
each incident was rated using a 
matrix which included safety, health, 
environmental, regulatory, and legal 
and public considerations. The majority 
of incidents (40) were classified 
as Severity 1, the lowest category 
(causing minor local impacts and no 
lasting effects). Thirteen incidents were 
classified Severity 2 (short term impacts 
to habitat, species or ecosystems, 
or short term impacts to resources 
and disruptions to activities of other 
beneficial users/community).

One incident was classified as Severity 
3. This classification applies to 
incidents that have or may have had 
the potential for short term impacts to 
habitats, species or ecosystems, or 
the potential to attract media attention 

5.6 Environmental Incidents, 
Notifications and Investigations
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Severity 3

Severity 1

Figure 5.10 Environmental Incidents by severity level

Figure 5.11 Environmental Incidents by Project Operator
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and heightened concerns by local 
community and criticism by NGOs.  
This incident involved the loss of 
integrity of a flare pit during a work over 
of a well resulting in the loss of coal 
seam gas produced water to both land 
and water. Approximately 25,000 litres 
of coal seam gas produced water was 

released to land and a small proportion 
was discharged down slope into a 
waterway (figures 5.10 and 5.11).

All incidents were recorded and 
investigated to determine and 
communicate causes and potential 
prevention measures and solutions. 
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There were 44 reportable incidents 
recorded by the Upstream Operator 
during the reporting period. These involved 
spills/releases, unauthorised vegetation 
clearing, water quality exceedances,  
and condition non-compliances.

All incidents were recorded, notified to 
Regulators and investigated. Thirty-one 
incidents were actual consequence 
severity ranked as 1 (minor) and 
12 incidents were classified as   
consequence Severity 2 (moderate). One 
incident in this reporting period reached 
consequence Severity 3 (serious).

Five incidents were associated 
with water quality exceedances, 
two incidents were associated with 
clearing activities as per Section 8.1, 
one case related to non-compliance 
with noise limits, and one incident of 
non-compliance with waste conditions 
related to incorrect completion of a 
waste tracking certificate.  

Thirty-five incidents related to spills. 
Most common spills involved sewage, 
sediment, drilling fluids and hydrotest 
water. There were seven diesel spills. 
A list of reportable spills is described in 
Table 5.1.

Upstream

Table 5.1  Upstream Project reportable spills inventory 

Reportable Spills Inventory 

Incident  Contaminant 
(substance)

State (solid, 
liquid or 
gas)

Quantity (kg, 
litres or m3)

Receiving 
environment

1 Drilling fluid Liquid 250 l Land

2 Hydrostatic test water Liquid Approximately 
2,000 l

Land

3 Drilling fluid Liquid 100 l Land

4 Sediment-laden water Liquid 10,000 l Water

5 Sewage Liquid 16,000 l Land

6 Drilling fluid Liquid 10 l Water

7 CSG water Liquid 10,000 l Land

8 CSG water and drilling 
fluid

Liquid 25,000 l and 
1,000 l

Land

9 Hydraulic oil Liquid 60 l Land

10 Oil Liquid Unknown 
‘minor’ volume

Water

11 Soil Solid 1m3 Water

12 Sediment-laden water Liquid 1,000 l Water

13 Sediment-laden water Liquid 720 l Water

14 Diesel and hydraulic oil Liquid 800 l and 120 l Land

15 Sediment-laden 
hydrotest water

Liquid 5,000 l Land

16 Drilling fluid Liquid 10 l Water

17 Hydraulic oil and CSG 
water

Liquid 1 l and 10,000 
l

Water

18 Sediment-laden water Liquid 500 l Water

19 Hydrostatic test water Liquid 80,000 l Land

20 Sediment-laden water Liquid Unknown Water

21 Sediment-laden water Liquid Unknown Water

22 Soil Solid 0.5 m3 Water

23 Diesel Liquid 1 l Water

24 CSG water Liquid 25,000 l Land

25 Diesel Liquid 1 l Water

26 Diesel Liquid 5 l Water

27 Diesel Liquid 5 l Water

28 Diesel and oil Liquid Unknown 
‘minor’ volume

Land

29 Sediment-laden water Liquid Unknown Water

30 Sediment-laden water Liquid 0.5 m3 Water

31 Soil Solid 0.1 m3 Water

32 Sediment-laden water Liquid 100 l Water

33 CSG water Liquid 50,000 l Land

34 CSG water Liquid 3,000 l Water

35 Diesel Liquid 900 l Land
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Table 5.1  Upstream Project reportable spills inventory 

There were ten reportable incidents 
recorded by the Downstream Project 
during the reporting period. These 
involved two spills to land of greater 
than 200 litres, five instances of spills 
to water (Table 5.2) and one instance 
of water quality exceedance.  
The discovery of shards of asbestos 
bonded cement sheeting and a fire ant 
infestation were also reported  
to Regulators.

All incidents were recorded, notified 
to Regulators and investigated. Nine 
incidents were actual consequence 
severity ranked as 1 (minor) and one 
incident involving a grease spill was 
classified as consequence severity 
2 (moderate). No incident in this 
reporting period reached consequence 
severity 3 (serious).

The grease spill to water occurred 
when crane maintenance activities 
resulted in excess grease dropped 
onto an open grating and to the tidal 
zone below.  Works ceased and all 
grease was recovered which minimised 
the potential for environmental harm.

The Principal Contractor was notified 
by a subcontractor that material that 
was brought on site for use in erosion 
control socks was found to contain 

building remnants, including shards of 
bonded asbestos cement sheeting. 
A report from a National Australian 
Testing Authority (NATA)-certified 
laboratory indicated the presence of 
amosite and chrysotile. The Project 
has cordoned off the area where the 
fill material was utilised. Workplace 
Health and Safety Queensland and 
DEHP were both notified of the event 
and an investigation and remedial 
action is underway.

On 20 December a Notice of Fire 
Ant Infestation and Restriction on 
Movement of Restricted Items was 
issued by the State Department of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 
(DAFF). The notice is in response 
to the discovery of fire ants at 
Fisherman’s Landing, Gladstone.

An infestation of fire ants was 
discovered on a neighbouring lease at 
Fisherman’s Landing on 28 November. 
On 18 December, DAFF undertook 
an inspection of the Australia Pacific 
LNG site where they found one nest. 
Australia Pacific LNG and Bechtel 
have implemented operations plans to 
reduce the impact that the restriction 
of material will have on construction. 

Downstream

Reportable Spills Inventory

Incident Contaminant 
(Substance)

State (Solid, 
liquid or gas)

Quantity (Kg, 
Litres or m3)

Receiving 
environment

1 Diesel Liquid 200 l Ground

2 Hydraulic Oil Liquid 300 l Ground

3 Grease Liquid 20 l Water

4 Panolin Liquid 50 ml Water

5 Panolin Liquid 2 l Water

6 Oil Liquid 5 l Water

7 Sewage Liquid 5 l Water

Table 5.2  Downstream Project reportable spills inventory

Impacts on Fauna
In addition to the reportable 
environmental incidents, Australia 
Pacific LNG is also required to notify the 
Regulatory Authorities of instances fauna 
deaths associated with Project activities 
or occurring within Project sites.

During the reporting period, 
the Upstream Operator notified 
government authorities of 25 
instances of fauna deaths and injuries 
in accordance with the relevant, 
approved Species Management Plan. 
Species reported this period included: 
collared delma (Delma torquata), 
Brigalow scaly-foot (Paradelma 
orientalis), short-beaked echidna 
(Tachyglossus aculeatus), rough 
frog (Litoria verrucosa), grey snake 
(Hemiaspis damelii) and golden-tailed 
gecko (Strophurus taenicauda).

At Curtis Island, during the reporting 
period, a single reportable fauna 
death occurred on site, being a 
swamp wallaby. In the same period 
two snakes, a carpet python (Morelia 
spilota) and a brown tree snake (Boiga 
irregularis) were discovered on site and 
relocated to an environmental reserve 
outside the site boundary.
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During this reporting period, spill prevention and response 
awareness updates and information were included in 
regular toolbox meetings. The meetings were held with field 
development, construction and operation assets work teams 
to improve environmental awareness at the start of a shift 
of work. The topics have included specific sessions on the 
prevention of spills and lessons learnt from previous spills that 
have occurred.

A wet weather preparation campaign to prevent sediment-
laden water and other spills from wet weather events 
was launched in October 2013, including awareness and 
communication with toolbox presentations, posters and 
actions to complete wet weather action plans for all major 
field sites.

Emergency incident response exercises were conducted 
for production operating facilities (approximately five for 
each production field) during the reporting period, which 
included spill scenarios of spills of hydrocarbon, sewage and 
chemicals to land and water.

Spill prevention and response on site is currently handled 
under the provisions of the Principal Contractor’s Emergency 
Response Plan and Spill Prevention and Response Plan. 
These plans have been approved by Regulators and 
response techniques have been included in the emergency 
management plans of sub-contractors. These plans lay out 
specific procedures for addressing spills to land and spills to 
water, depending on the size and nature of the spillage. 

During the reporting period, the Principal Contractor 
conducted 40 emergency drills and exercises to help  
prepare the growing construction workforce to respond to 
spills appropriately. 

Dredging is required to allow safe access to the 
construction docks, LNG jetty and other tidal structures for 
vessels during construction and operations. 

Dredging specific to the Project was finished in August 
2012, with the completion of the material offloading 
facility dredging. 

The wider harbour dredging (Western Basin Dredging 
and Disposal Project) managed by the Gladstone Ports 
Corporation was completed in the reporting period, 
with more than 15 million cubic metres of dredge spoil 
removed from Gladstone Harbour. The majority of 
the material has been used to reclaim further land at 
Fisherman’s Landing for future industrial development. 

5.7 Spill prevention and response 5.8 Dredging

Downstream

Upstream
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5.10 Key performance 
indicators

Upstream

Downstream

Number of reportable 
environmental incidents

44

Number of reportable water 
quality exceedances

5

Number of reportable spills 
to land 14

Number of reportable spills 
to water 21

Number of reportable fauna 
deaths/injury 25

Incidents of non-compliance 
waste conditions

1

Incidences of non-compliance 
with noise limits

1

Number of reportable 
environmental incidents

10

Number of reportable water 
quality exceedances

1

Number of reportable spills 
to land 2

Number of reportable spills 
to water 5

Number of reportable fauna 
deaths/injury 1

Incidents of non-compliance 
waste conditions

0

Incidences of non-compliance 
with noise limits

0

5.9 Key actions table update

Type Description Date Status
Performance 
monitoring

Sulphate Soils 
Management Plan

3 June 2011 Approved

Baseline Noise Survey Complete

Undertake baseline GHG 
emissions (tonnes CO2-e) 
from turbine exhaust stack 
emissions to verify actual 
plant performance against 
design basis assessment  

Operations 
Phase

Planned

Undertake noise monitoring 
against complaints

Ongoing 
please refer to 
section 5.2 for 
details.

Review of noise 
limits condition

Engage independent noise 
consultant to review noise 
monitoring results with a 
view to establish practicable 
noise limits

Under action

Request Regulator to 
consider results of the 
independent noise consultant 
to re-set noise limits to 
align with EP Policy and 
WHO Guidelines

Ongoing 
discussions 
with Regulator



Australia Pacific LNG will be distinguished through 
stakeholder engagement strategies that strive for 
positive and practical outcomes that help to address 
impact, share the benefits of the Project, and respond 
to identified stakeholder needs and issues. Stakeholder 
engagement reflects the diversity of stakeholders 
and uses innovative, practical partnerships to achieve 
mutually beneficial outcomes in the Project area.

6. Community health, 
safety and security
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The Project Stakeholder Engagement 
Strategy articulates Australia Pacific 
LNG’s commitments and approach 
to stakeholder engagement, and 
describes how this commitment will 
be managed across the gas fields, 
pipeline and LNG facility components 
for the life of the Project. 

These stakeholders are broadly 
classified as:

•	  Community 

•	  Government 

•	  Traditional / Indigenous owner 
groups 

•	  Landowners

•	  Suppliers and contractors 

•	  Employees of Australia Pacific LNG, 
and its shareholders ConocoPhillips, 
Sinopec and Origin

•	  Lenders, including export credit 
agencies and commercial banks 
who provide financing for certain 
elements of the Project

•	  Non-government organisations and 
other special interest groups

•	Owners/Investors in the 
shareholders of Australia Pacific 
LNG (Origin, ConocoPhillips  
and Sinopec). 

Engagement with the communities in 
which we live and work is a priority 
for the Upstream Project. During the 
reporting period the Upstream Project 
held 63 formal engagements with key 
community groups through meetings, 
workshops and events, in addition 
to ongoing informal engagement. 
Regional Community Consultative 
Committee (RCCC) meetings for 
the Western Downs, Maranoa and 
Banana Shire regions continued as the 
key forum for exchanging community 
insights, priority issues and Project 
information.  Figure 6.1 summarises 
community engagement events during 
the reporting period.

Supplier information road shows were 
held in Gladstone, Roma, Chinchilla, 
Miles, Biloela, Toowoomba and 
Brisbane, bringing the total number 
of sessions delivered since 2010 
to 46, and directly reaching 5,787 
supplier representatives.

6.1 Stakeholder communication and consultation

Upstream

Figure 6.1 Upstream Project 
community engagement

Engagement Categories:

714

541

208

63

3
2

Regional offices walk ins

Telephone calls to regional offices

APLNG website or email

Formal engagement sessions 
by APLNG

Collaborative (shared) 
engagement events

Sponsored Community Events

Figure 6.2 Upstream Project topics 
of Enquiry

289

273

240

166
136
111

182

82
75
54

1,345

325

Major Topics of Enquiry:                                                                                                                                         

Compensation

Land Agreements

Land Access

Land Notices

Procurement

Employment

Community Investment

Schedule Update

Social Commitments

Social Infrastructure

General Project Information

Environmental Concerns

Enquiries
The Project enables easy and simple 
stakeholder contact by maintaining a 
range of information channels, including 
regional offices walk-ins, the Origin 
and Australia Pacific LNG websites, 
email enquiry channels and a Project 
information hotline. The majority 
of inquiries related to land access, 
compensation, employment and supplier 
opportunities and sponsorship programs. 
Figure 6.2 summarises enquiries for 
Upstream during the reporting period.
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Downstream

Figure 6.3 Downstream Project 
community engagement

Community relations activity during 
the reporting period included 37 
formal stakeholder engagement 
events, 622 informal stakeholder 
events (emails, telephone calls and 
walk-ins), one sponsored community 
event and two collaborative 
engagement activities (Figure 6.3). 
Topics of enquiries are shown in 
Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 Downstream Project 
topics of enquiry

Engagement Categories:

Informal Engagement

Community Events

Enquiries via email

Walk-ins

Formal Engagement

Collaborative Engagement

Telephone Calls
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1
2

Topics of Enquiry:
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Community Investment
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Stakeholder Engagement

5
3

2

55

10

7

7
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The program aims to encourage employees to donate 
their time and help foster community involvement through 
volunteering opportunities with partner organisations.

Regional launches of the program were held in the Roma, Miles, 
Chinchilla, Spring Gully and Talinga local offices, and were 
attended by Australia Pacific LNG ambassador, Darren Lockyer.   

At the launches, Darren spoke about the value of community 
involvement through volunteering – particularly in small 
regional communities.     

“By integrating people who work on the Australia Pacific 
LNG Project into the community through this volunteering 
program, we can help communities, while giving our people 
valuable points of contact and life experiences,” Darren said.

As part of the initiative, employees can identify local 
organisations that will benefit from the program and provide 
a real difference to the regional communities in which 
Australia Pacific LNG operate.

For example, following feedback from employees working 
in the Surat Basin, Queensland Fire and Rescue Service 
(QFRS) was introduced as the inaugural partner for ‘Local 
Hands’ at the launch events. 

QFRS described its urgent need for manpower in serving 
local communities in the region, and conducted a 
demonstration to raise awareness of correct safe behaviours 
around a domestic fire.

Staff keen to lend a hand
Australia Pacific LNG has launched a new ‘Local 
Hands’ volunteering program open to employees 
working in the Western Downs and Maranoa 
regional councils and Banana Shire Council.

Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social Report 51

Rugby legend and Australia Pacific LNG safety champion Darren Lockyer (right) meets members of the Queensland Fire and 
Emergency Services at the launch of the local Hands volunteering project.
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6.2 Community grievance and dispute resolution

Australia Pacific LNG, the Project 
Operators and contractors record and 
respond to all community complaints 
from community members, employees 
or contractors. All complaints are 
treated seriously and investigated as 
soon as possible and a response is 
provided to the complainant.

During this reporting period, Australia 
Pacific LNG registered 96 complaints 
compared with 80 complaints received 
in the previous period. This increase 
was anticipated in line with the 
increased volume of Project activity. 
Complaints were predominantly related 
to community concerns about traffic 
and transport and workforce behaviour 
relating to bad language, use of UHF 
radio channels, and gates left open on 
properties.  (Refer to Figures 6.5 and 
6.6). At the end of the reporting period, 
64 percent of all complaints received 
had been closed out.

All community complaints for this 
reporting period were received by the 
Upstream Operator, due to the vast area 
covered by the Upstream Project and 
by the much larger number of directly 
affected stakeholders. The Downstream 
Project did not receive any community 
complaints during the reporting period 
which is explained by the relatively 
isolated Island location; with no directly 
impacted neighbouring communities.

Figure 6.5 Community complaint categories

Complaints Categories:

Construction Operations

Workforce Behaviour

Property Damage

Traffic and Transport

Noise

Land Access and Compensation
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Environment

Safety

Others
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Figure 6.6 Total number of complaints by reporting period
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Figure 6.6 Total number of complaints by reporting period

6.3 Collaborative industry initiatives 

Australia Pacific LNG is involved in 
four Regional Community Consultative 
Committees in Maranoa (jointly with 
Santos), Western Downs, Banana Shire and 
Gladstone (jointly with Santos and QGC).  

The purpose of the RCCC’s is to 
foster open and transparent dialogue 
between Australia Pacific LNG and the 
community by providing a mechanism 
for information exchange and the 
collaborative development of solutions 
to social impacts.

Members represent a broad cross-
section of the community in each 
region, including representatives 
from local council, government 
departments, welfare groups, local 
chambers of commerce and the 
general public.

CSG Industry Schools Program
During the reporting period the CSG 
Industry Schools Program reached 
41 schools from Dalby to Roma. The 
program is jointly funded with Arrow 
Energy, QCLNG and Santos GLNG and 
is delivered through the Queensland 

Department of Education, Training 
and Employment. It encourages 
school students to consider science, 
technology, engineering and maths 
careers when making subject choices, in 
turn helping to attract school leavers to 
future employment in the CSG industry.

I CAN Indigenous Student 
Retention Program
Australia Pacific LNG has supported 
the I CAN Indigenous high school 
student retention program since its 
inception in 2012. During 2013 Santos 
GLNG also became a corporate 
supporter of the program, reflecting 
the merit of the program, which 
is delivered across the gas fields 
through the Gold Coast Titans NRL 
team’s Titans 4 Tomorrow community 
development arm. 

Focus in 2014
In late 2013, multi-proponent 
agreements were being negotiated for 
collaborative industry initiatives that 
will be delivered in 2014. Key areas of 
focus will be the enhancement of local 
community services and emergency 
services delivery.  

Queensland Minerals and Energy Academy students learn from a ConocoPhillips employee in Gladstone. 
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Four social impact management themes underpin Australia 
Pacific LNG’s community investment: social infrastructure, 
partnerships, sponsorships and donations, and employee 
giving and volunteering (Figure 6.7).

In addition, the following priority areas form the basis of all 
activity and initiatives undertaken by Australia Pacific LNG in 
any of the identified social impact management themes seen 
in Figure 6.8.

6.4 Community investment

CoMMunity inveStMent

Figure 6.7 Community investment categories

Figure 6.8 Priority areas for community investment

SoCial 
infraStruCture

•	 Large scale 
investment in ‘hard’ 
infrastructure

•	 Informed by 
local and state 
government plans/
priorities

PartnerShiPS

•	 Focus on 
sustainable 
community 
development

•	 Programs to build 
capacity and 
address social 
impacts

SPonSorShiPS 
and donationS

•	 Assistance to small 
scale community 
events and projects

•	 Support community 
connectedness and 
build relations

eMPloyeeS 
GivinG and 

volunteerinG

•	 Support for 
employees to 
volunteer and give 
to local projects/ 
organisations

•	 Support integration 
of workforce into 
community

Supporting community capacity building through local skills development and adding to 
local education opportunities

Supporting safer and healthier communities (including efforts by ambulance, healthcare, 
police and emergency services) and public welfare activities

Supporting projects that assist to manage population influx in a responsible and 
sustainable manner

Supporting the protection and enhancement of productivity in our natural resources 
including agriculture, land, water and biodiversity

SKillS, eduCation 
and traininG

CoMMunity Safety 
health and WellbeinG

SuStainable 
PoPulation GroWth

natural reSourCe 
SteWardShiP
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Australia Pacific LNG will invest 
approximately AUD$50 million 
to mitigate social impacts in the 
communities in which it operates 
throughout the first phase of the Project. 
To date over AUD$30.9 million has been 
committed to community investment 
projects and over AUD$20.8 million 
has actually been spent (Figure 6.9). 
Investments are targeted at priority areas 
identified through the Social Impact 
Management Plan consultation process. 

The Project continued investing in 
measures to mitigate impacts and create 
community development opportunities 
across a range of areas, including 
housing, training, community safety and 
community capacity building.

Upstream community investment 
expenditure from July to December 
2013 was approximately AUD$3 
million; taking the total community 
investment expenditure to date to 
approximately AUD$9 million. During 
the same period the Upstream Project 
committed to new programs worth 
more than AUD$2 million across the 
areas of community centre capacity 
building, health research and social 
infrastructure upgrades. It also 
launched a new employee volunteering 
program, initially aimed at supporting 
the Queensland Fire and Rescue 
Service across Western Downs, 
Maranoa and Banana Shire.  Figure 
6.10 shows the Upstream Project 
Community Investments areas and 
values for the reporting period.

Existing programs continued to deliver 
significant value to the communities 
in which the Project operates. The 
upgraded Chinchilla Kindergarten 
was completed, ready for opening in 
2014, the Miles Training Centre was 
officially launched and the Miles Ahead 
capacity building program supported 
18 local businesses. The success of 
the Horizon Housing partnership to 
deliver nine affordable dwellings in 
Miles in early 2013 was recognised 
with an award from the Urban 
Development Institute of Australia.

A complete list of Community 
Investment Programs managed by the 
Upstream Project is in Table 6.1.

Upstream

Figure 6.9 Cumulative community investment in million $AUD  
 by reporting period.
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Figure 6.10 Upstream community 
investment by priority areas

* All dollar figures are in Australian   
  dollars.

Community Safety, Health and 
Wellbeing

Skills, Education and Training

Sustainable Population Growth

Investment Priority Areas:

*$1,227,266

*$1,406,289

*$361,418
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Several community based organisations across the Surat 
Basin will share AUD$413,000 to help build capacity to meet 
the demand for local services.

Australia Pacific LNG is providing the one-off funding to 
assist key community groups in Chinchilla, Miles, Dalby 
and Tara, as the peak phase of construction work on the 
Project continues.

The funding reflects recently published research by 
the CSIRO into community responses to the rapidly 
changing social and economic environment created 
by the CSG industry.

The study - Resilience in a Changing Community 
Landscape of Coal Seam Gas: Chinchilla in Southern 
Queensland – identified direct community investment 
by CSG companies into capacity building for local 
organisations as an effective strategy to help build 
community resilience.

The study found that community groups play an 
integral role in addressing complex issues involving 
multiple stakeholders associated with a rapidly 
expanding CSG industry.

The funding will support local community centres in 
Miles and Chinchilla, the Tara Neighbourhood Centre 
and Dalby’s Myall Youth and Community Centre.

The CSIRO paper can be found at: www.gisera.org.au
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Support for community services

Helping NGOs build capacity: (left to right) Origin Social Program Specialist Katharine Hopper with Cecily Brockhurst, Murilla 
Community Centre Manager, and Kent Weastell, Social Program Delivery Supervisor.
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Upstream Community Investment Projects

Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value

Western 
Downs

Horizon 
Housing – 
Miles

Program partner, Horizon Housing, 
completed the development of nine 
homes in March 2013, which were 
rented and sold at a significant 
discount to local residents.

Lower 
income 
earners 
needing 
housing 

Completed in 
2013

Completed $2,050,000

Maranoa
Horizon 
Housing – 
Roma

Program partner, Horizon 
Housing, will develop in Roma up 
to 18 affordable dwellings over 
two phases, also supported by 
Maranoa Regional Council.

Lower 
income 
earners 
needing 
housing

Under 
construction

 2013-2014

In progress $1,750,000

Western 
Downs

Housing 
Case 
Management

This funded a Housing Officer 
at Murilla Community Centre 
in Miles and Chinchilla Family 
Support Centre.

Lower 
income 
earners 
needing 
housing

Two years 
2011- 2012

Completed $150,000

Western 
Downs

WDRC Town 
Planning 
Support

This funded an engineer to work for 
two years with WDRC to assist with 
town planning and timely approval 
of development applications linked 
to population growth.

General 
community

Two years 
2013-2014

In progress $260,000

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

REMPLAN 
funding for 
RDA

The Project provided financial 
support to Regional Development 
Australia (RDA) to access 
REMPLAN data to assist Local 
Government in forward planning.

Local 
government

Once off 
investment 
2013

Completed $25,000

Western 
Downs

Miles 
Water  and 
Sewerage 
Upgrade

Funding to support the Western 
Downs Regional Council increase 
the water and sewerage network 
capacity in Miles, as part of the 
Queensland Government Royalties 
for the Regions program.

General 
community

Once off 
investment

In progress $1,290,000

Maranoa
Roma 
Sewerage 
Upgrade

Funding to support the Maranoa 
Regional Council to increase 
capacity of the sewerage 
treatment facility, as part of the 
Queensland Government Royalties 
for the Regions program.

General 
community

Once off 
investment

In negotiation $1,500,000

Western 
Downs

Rent 
Connect 
Officer

Funding for a Housing Officer at 
Murilla Community Centre Miles and 
Chinchilla Family Support Centre.

General 
community

One year 
2012

Completed $65,000

Western 
Downs

Rent Subsidy 
– Miles

A short term initiative to subsidise 
rent for participating properties 
while market rents were impacted 
by high demand.

Lower 
income 
earners 
needing 
housing

Two years 
2012-2013

Completed $72,000

Maranoa
Roma Airport 
Upgrade

The Roma airport was upgraded 
to cater for increasing travellers to 
the region and reduce road traffic, 
contributing to safer travel.

General 
community

Once off 
investment 
2011

Completed $1,500,000
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Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value

Western 
Downs

Chinchilla 
Kindergarten 
Expansion

This funding contributed to 
the relocation and expansion 
of the Chinchilla Community 
Kindergarten, doubling its capacity 
for 2014. 

General 
community 

Once off 
investment 
2013

Completed $400,000

Maranoa
Roma 
Parenting 
Van

The mobile parenting space provides 
a clean and safe room for parenting 
for use at shows and events 
throughout the Maranoa Region.

General 
community

Once off 
investment 
2011

Completed $95,000

Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire 
Maranoa

Community 
Sponsorships

The Project supports small 
scale, local community programs 
focused on skills and education, 
community cohesion, sustainable 
population growth, natural 
resource stewardship and health 
and safety.

General 
community

Ongoing since 
2012

In progress $270,000

Western 
Downs

Community 
Support 
Program

This program provides support to 
community centres in Miles and 
Chinchilla to cater for an increased 
demand in services during the 
Project’s period of peak impact.

General 
community

Two years 
2013-2015

In progress $225,000

Western 
Downs

NGO 
Capacity 
Building 
Program

Targeting community centres in 
Chinchilla, Miles, Dalby and Tara, 
the program aims to build capacity 
in the areas of governance and 
funding sustainability.

General 
community

One year 
2013-2014 
with a one 
year option

In progress $188,000

Western 
Downs

Miles Ahead

This program provides support to 
local businesses to successfully 
address changes in the business 
environment associated with the 
CSG industry.

Business 
community

Two years 
2013-2015

In progress $240,000

Western 
Downs

Miles Training 
Centre

The Project provided financial 
support for the fit out of the Trade 
Training Centre as part of its 
workforce and training strategies.

Youth in the 
community

Once off 
investment 
2013

Completed $113,000

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

I CAN 
Indigenous 
schools 
retention 
program

An Indigenous school student 
retention program run across the 
gas fields in partnership with the 
Gold Coast Titans NRL team’s 
Titans 4 Tomorrow community 
development arm.

Indigenous 
high school 
students

Three years 
2012-2014

In progress
Up to 
$600,000

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

Education 
Qld Schools 
Program

This jointly funded program aims 
to build local workforce capacity 
by enhancing student interest in 
science, mathematics, engineering 
and technology in 41 schools 
across the Surat Basin.

High school 
students

Three years 
2012-2014 
with annual 
review

Implemented $100,000

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

CSG School 
Program 
(QMEA)

The program aimed to educate 
high school students in CSG-
related engineering opportunities 
by promoting relevant subjects 
within the curriculum.

High school 
students

Three years 
2010-2012

Completed $250,000
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Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

Community 
Skills 
Scholarship 
(CSS)

CSS provides up to $13,500 to 
apprentices within the gas fields 
region to help them complete their 
apprenticeships locally.  Since 
2007 more than 100 scholarships 
have been awarded.

Apprentices 
in the 
community

Ongoing since 
2010

Implemented $1,800,000

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

Count Me In 
(YWCA)

Identifying females in the Surat 
Basin willing to work but currently 
outside of the workforce, 
identifying barriers to employment, 
and providing targeted training.

Women 
in the 
community

Two phases 
2012-2014

Implemented $200,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire

Careers in 
Gas website

This jointly funded website aims to 
provide a single portal to advertise 
jobs in the gas fields region and 
the CSG/LNG industry.

General 
community

Three years 
2012-2015

In progress $40,000

Maranoa

Western 
Downs

Gladstone

Wesley 
Research 
Institute 
Health 
Partnership

This partnership (jointly funded 
with Australia Pacific LNG 
Downstream) will research regional 
health issues to help shape private 
and public investment in health 
improvement initiatives.

General 
community

Two years 
2013-2015

In progress $1,000,000

Maranoa

Western 
Downs

Banana Shire

GISERA 
Research 
Partnership 
(Social & 
Economic 
stream)

This research partnership with 
the CSIRO aims to measure 
social and economic impacts and 
opportunities associated with the 
CSG industry.

General 
community

Three years 
2012-2015

In progress $1,000,000

Maranoa  
Western 
Downs  
Banana Shire

CARS 
(Caring 
About Road 
Safety)

Developed in response to local 
concerns and delivered in 
partnership with the RACQ, the 
CARS program equips new drivers 
with safe driving strategies. 

Since 2007, 1,500 students 
from local schools in Tara, Miles, 
Chinchilla, Dalby, Roma, Biloela 
and Moura have participated.

High school 
students

Ongoing since 
2007

In progress $100,000

Banana Shire
Taroom 
Weed Wash 
Down Facility

Co-funded with Banana Shire 
Council the upgrade of the Taroom 
weed wash down facility aims to 
prevent the spread of weeds from 
vehicles.

General 
community

Completed 
May 2013

Completed $400,000

Table 6.1 Australia Pacific LNG Upstream – Community Investment Projects 

All dollar figures are in Australian Dollars
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Downstream community investment 
expenditure from July to December 
2013 was approximately AUD$720,205. 
During the period the Downstream 
Project committed to new programs 
across the areas of skills, education  
and training; community safety, health 
and wellbeing; and, sustainable 
population growth focusing on regional 
economic development.

Figure 6.11 shows the Downstream 
Project community investments areas 
and values for the reporting period. 

Downstream

Figure 6.11 Downstream Project Community investment by priority areas

* All dollar figures are in Australian dollars

Community safety, health and wellbeing

Skills, education and training

Sustainable population growth

Investment Priority Areas

Natural resource stewardship

*$494,544
*$159,365

*$11,000

*$55,296
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The facility, which was established by Bob McCosker, is 
licenced by the Queensland Government and has the on-call 
support of specialists at both Australia Zoo and Seaworld.

“Quoin Island Turtle Rehabilitation Centre was started as an 
overwhelming passion for the preservation of wildlife, and as 
a necessity to provide a resource to our region which was 
previously not available,” Mr McCosker said.

The facility has four stand-alone tanks, an in-ground heated 
rehabilitation pool, an air conditioned treatment room and dry 
dock room, water filtration systems and anecropsy facility.

“To see the project become a success has been a major 
undertaking, and one we probably underestimated, but 
we’ve had good support from the community with volunteers 
and businesses to help achieve our goals, with Australia 
Pacific LNG being by far our biggest, and most appreciated 
supporter,” Mr McCosker said.

Australia Pacific LNG’s support will provide funding 
assistance over two years for food, medical and veterinary 
expenses, rescue boat and volunteer transport from the 
mainland to Quoin Island.

ConocoPhillips’ Downstream Project Manager, Kent 
Anderson, said that the project had been actively seeking 
ways in which they could support wildlife care in the region 
for some time.

“The Quoin Island Turtle Rehabilitation Centre is one that 
we feel is important to support, to provide care for the turtle 
population and marine animals of the Harbour.

“It is also important to recognise the work that Bob 
McCosker and all of the volunteers have done in setting up 
this facility and managing it with very successful results,” Mr 
Anderson said.

The facility is the only current option for turtle rehabilitation on 
the Central Queensland Coast, with the nearest care facilities 
located in Townsville and the Sunshine Coast.

“At the end of the day, seeing the turtles being released back 
into the ocean in a healthy state is what it is all about,”  
Mr McCosker said. 

Australia Pacific LNG supports 
the Quoin Island Turtle 
Rehabilitation Centre
In August, the Quoin Island Turtle Rehabilitation 
Centre, located in the Gladstone Harbour, welcomed 
Australia Pacific LNG’s support of the facility, which 
rescues and rehabilitates sick and injured turtles.
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Region Initiative Description/ Objective Target Group Duration of 
Investment

Status Total 
Value

Gladstone Gladstone 
Affordable 
Housing 

Program partner, Gladstone 
Affordable Housing Company / seed 
funding for development of affordable 
housing options, and funds to ULDA 
to fast-track affordable residential 
land development

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing

Once off 
investment 
2012

Complete $6,500,000

Gladstone Gladstone 
Foundation

Perpetual trust fund established with 
the Public Trustee of Queensland to 
provide social infrastructure to the 
Gladstone Region

Community 
General

Once off 
investment 
2012

Complete $5,000,000

Gladstone QMEA Schools-based program raising 
awareness of career opportunities 
within the energy sector. Within the 
education curriculum the program 
promotes the professional pathways 
into the industry.

Year 11/12 
students, 
teacher 
Professional 
Development

Three years 
September 
2011 to 
August 2014

Ongoing $112,500

Gladstone Queensland 
Symphony 
Orchestra

A program aimed at cultural 
enrichment, music students are able 
to work closely with professional 
symphonic musicians to enhance 
their skills. The entire orchestra 
performs a free concert for the 
Gladstone community.

School 
students, 
general public

Three years 
February 2012 
to January 
2015

Ongoing $450,000

Gladstone Rental 
Assistance 
Program

Rental subsidies are made available 
to eligible applicants from the region’s 
emergency services, medical, 
educational and welfare sectors to 
assist in ensuring the continuity and 
stability of these services during the 
economical challenging period of 
population influx. 

Police, Fire, 
Ambulance, 
Healthcare, 
Education 
workers

Two years April 
2012 to March 
2014

Ongoing $1,000,000

Gladstone EQIP A schools-based trainee/ apprentice 
program that assists students to 
complete year 12 while also getting 
started on a trade skills pathway 
with local businesses.

Year 11/12 
students

Three years 
March 2012 to 
February 2015

Ongoing $150,000

Gladstone ESQ Gladstone and Queensland 
Workforce Skilling Strategies provide 
pre-employment skilling programs 
in areas of identified skill shortages 
which have direct links to the 
expansion of the CSG-LNG industry.

Under-
represented, 
unemployed, 
Indigenous and 
migrant groups

Three years 
July 2012 to 
June 2015

Ongoing $300,000

Gladstone Many Rivers 
Microfinance 

A program offering business 
mentoring and microenterprise loans 
to start-up and eligible businesses 
aimed at ensuring economic stability 
and enrichment. 

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islanders 

Three years 
July 2012 to 
June 2015

Ongoing $1,500,000

Gladstone Port Curtis 
Harbourwatch

Secondary schools science 
program enhancing students 
understanding and practice in 
marine ecological research.

Secondary 
School Students

Three years 
December 
2013 to 
November 
2016

Ongoing $218,284

Downstream Community Investment Projects
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Gladstone Quoin Island 
Sanctuary

Financial support for the marine turtle 
rehabilitation facility located on Quoin 
Island in the Gladstone Harbour. 

Environment 
and community

Two years April 
2013 to March 
2015

Ongoing $140,000

Gladstone Gladstone 
Chamber of 
Commerce 
and Industry

A suite of campaigns and programs 
aimed at local small business 
capacity development.

Business 
general

Three years 
May 2013 to 
April 2016

Ongoing $210,900

Gladstone CBD 
Community 
Safety 
Program

Joint industry initiative supporting 
increased Police presence in the 
Gladstone entertainment precinct on 
Friday and Saturday nights aimed at 
preventing antisocial behaviour.

Community 
general

2013 Continuing $40,000

Gladstone QPS 
subsidised 
housing

Subsidised rental properties leased 
to the Queensland Police Service 
enabling accommodation of new 
officers posted to Gladstone.

Queensland 
Police Service

2013 Complete $24,620

Gladstone Port Curtis 
Coral Coast 
Traditional 
Owners 

Collaborative development of 
strategies to maximize the potential 
of local Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander business involvement in the 
Operations phase of the Project. 

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islander

2013 Complete $19,700

Gladstone Road to a 
Dream

Seed funding to undertake critical 
safety upgrades and allow for 
further expansion of existing 
sporting facilities in Agnes Waters.

Community 
general

2013 Complete $25,000

Gladstone Mount Larcom 
Showgrounds

Purchase of new grandstand 
seating to allow the expansion 
of the showground’s capacity in 
holdings and functionality.

Community 
general

2013 Complete $23,000

Gladstone Harbour 
Festival

Sponsorship of a key annual 
community event held in Gladstone 
celebrating the natural deep water 
harbour on which the city is located 
and its criticality to local industry.

Community 
general

2013 Complete $16,500

Gladstone Year of The 
Park

A program of events held 
throughout the region aimed at 
promotion of healthy active lifestyles 
to the community.

Community 
general

2013 Complete $10,000

Gladstone Community 
Sponsorships

The project supports small-
scale local community programs 
focused on skills and education, 
community cohesion, sustainable 
population growth, natural resource 
stewardship, and health and safety.

Community 
General

Ongoing since 
2012

In 
progress

$363,808

(to end 
date of 
Report)

Table 6.2 Australia Pacific LNG Downstream – Community Investment Projects 

All dollar figures are in Australian Dollars
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Number of social 
behaviour incidents
 Upstream 10

 Downstream 0

Number of community 
complaints
Upstream 96

Downstream 0

Percent of community 
complaints closed out within 
the reporting period
Upstream 64%

Downstream 100%

Number of biosecurity 
incidents
Upstream 1

Downstream 0

Financial contributions 
supporting the Community 
Investment strategy for the 
reporting period
Upstream AUD$3,000,000

Downstream AUD$720,205

6.6 Key performance 
indicators

6.5 Key actions table update

Type Description Date Status
Implementation 
of Strategy Road infrastructure 

agreement with local and 
State government 

Prior to 
commencement 
of significant 
construction

Complete

Completion of Fishermans 
Landing Northern Expansion 
(FLNE) Platform to reduce 
transport impacts 

(Q2 CY 2012) Completed

Introduction of fly-in 
fly-out regime for 
construction workforce

In place 

Completion of Curtis Island 
Temporary Workface 
Accommodation Facility

Phase I 
Complete

* All Key actions outlined in the ESMP for this section have been completed.



Australia Pacific LNG acknowledges the Project 
construction and operation will affect to varying 
degrees a range of land tenures. Accordingly, 
interaction with a significant number of landholders 
is required to secure access to land for the Gas Fields 
infrastructure, transmission pipeline and LNG facility.

7. Land Access

The Project will negotiate compensation 
agreements or purchase or lease land to secure 
access to land for infrastructure and facilities. 

Negotiated compensation agreement 
The time taken to negotiate land compensation 
agreements is directly related to the scale of 
impact on any specific property and is classified 
as either moderate or major in terms of the scale 
of the development. Moderate development 
is generally six wells or less per landowner 
property, including localised infrastructure 

(gathering systems, ponds). Major development 
reflects the installation of major infrastructure 
facilities and or development of greater than six 
wells per landowner property. During Phase 1 
approximately 85 landowners will be affected by 
major development.  

Land purchase or lease
This method of securing access to land will 
primarily be used for the location of major facilities 
in the gas fields. 

7.1 Access to land
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7.1.1 Gas Fields
Project activities conducted on the 
land include construction, operation 
and maintenance of the gas wells, 
flowlines, ponds, camps, gas plants, 
power plants and water transfer and 
treatment facilities. 

Compensation agreements were 
completed with 26 landholders during 
the reporting period, clearing an 
additional 304 Phase 1 well sites. The 
total number of Phase 1 wells with 
compensation agreements at the end 
of December 2013 was 704, including 
the additional 224 wells associated 
with properties owned by Australia 
Pacific LNG.

Agreements were also executed 
with landholders for exploration and 
appraisal activities during the reporting 
period, securing access to an 
additional 32 well sites.

7.1.2 Pipelines
Land access secured for the pipeline 
corridor has been achieved through 
voluntary agreements with the private 
and public landholder. Of the 778 
agreements required, 776 have been 
signed, representing 99.7 percent. 
The remaining two agreements are 
under negotiation (see figure 7.1). 
These negotiations are at various 
stages and are all tracking against the 
Project schedule.  

Alignment changes, third party 
infrastructure changes, land parcel 
amalgamations, sub-divisions and 
occupancy changes affect the required 
number of agreements.

Each category requires different land 
access arrangements, as permits 
from different Government entities are 
required for categories such as water 
parcels and roads. Permits and access 
agreements are generally required for 
easements which are interests in the 
land over a freehold or State land title. 
Formal Option and Easement Conduct 
and Compensation Agreements or a 
similar interest in the land is required 
for all landholders. With respect 
to road crossings the material and 
commercial terms have been agreed. 
The current applications and the 
remaining balance are subject to 
agreement on technical aspects only.

Figure 7.1 Current status (as % of total parcels to be signed) of signed parcels for 
the Pipelines Project

Signed parcels as % of total

S1 2012 S2 2012 S1 2013 S2 2013
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Upstream
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7.1.3 Downstream
The LNG plant and associated 
infrastructure on Curtis Island occupies 
an area of approximately 244ha. The 
seabed lease area, which covers the 
location of marine facilities, has an 
area of 325ha. In September 2009, 
Australia Pacific LNG purchased Lot 
3 SP228454 from the Queensland 
Government. Concurrently Australia 
Pacific LNG gained a reclamation 
lease and seabed lease to support the 
development of the facility.

In September 2012, Australia Pacific 
LNG purchased a portion of the 
reclamation lease and is currently in 
negotiations with the Queensland 
Government to have the title 
converted to freehold. The adjoining 
seabed lease is to be reduced in 
size in a concurrent process, with 
resolution of both cases anticipated in 
the first half of 2014. 

There are no outstanding land access 
issues for the LNG plant and facilities.

Downstream

Curtis Island site December 2013.
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7.3 Key performance indicators

7.2 Key actions table 

 Resolution of legacy cases resolved 
in the period 5

No of landholder complaints 8

No of ongoing litigation cases 0

No of cases mediated in the 
reporting period

2

Number of land parcels signed in 
this reporting period

 26 (Gas Fields) and 
134 (Pipelines)

Project 
Component

Type Description Completion 
Date

Status 
(Dec 2013)

G
as

 F
ie

ld
s

Property Purchase
Complete purchase of properties 
required for Phase I

Complete

Compensation Agreements
Complete all compensation 
agreements required for Phase I

Ongoing
Under action 
Details in section 
7.1.1 

Code of Conduct
Develop a Land Access Code of 
Conduct for Rural Residential Areas

2011 Complete

Research
GISERA Alliance research on impacts 
of CSG extraction on land holders 
and land management practices 

2015
In progress. 
Destails in section 
3.5

Pi
pe

lin
es Easements

Complete negotiation agreements for 
all identified parcels

On going
99.7% complete 
Details in section 
7.1.2

Licences
Obtain licence to construct within the 
Government pipeline corridor

02 Sep 2011 Granted

LN
G

 F
ac

ili
tie

s Planning  MCU for SDA (change of Use) 3 Dec 2010 Approved

Lease  Sea bed lease 3 Dec 2010 Granted

Lease  Reclamation Lease 19 Jan 2011 Partially purchased



8. Biodiversity 
conservation
As part of the Australia Pacific LNG approval 
process by the State and Federal Government, 
biodiversity impacts were identified and assessed, 
and mitigation measures were determined.
Biodiversity conservation involves analysis of potential impacts to biodiversity. Where 
potential impacts are identified, mitigation measures or offsets are determined to reduce 
risks to acceptable levels. These measures include the protection of high biodiversity 
values and related potential impacts across the diverse terrestrial, aquatic, coastal and 
marine ecosystems affected by the Project. 
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Upstream
No additional vegetation clearing 
surveys were conducted in the 
reporting period. To date, an area of 
188ha area has been cleared. This 
clearing has occurred primarily on 
terrestrial vegetation, with only minor 
areas of marine plants (mangroves) 
being affected. The Environmental 
Authority provides the Downstream 
Operator with the right to clear 298ha. 
The clearing that has occurred to date 
represents 63 percent of the total 
allocated area during the construction 
of the LNG facility.

8.1 Ecological 
management

Downstream
Prior to conducting Project 
activities that involve significant land 
disturbance, an assessment of the 
condition, type and ecological value of 
vegetation in the area is undertaken. 
This is referred to as the pre-
clearance field ecological assessment. 
Following this, a pre-construction field 
environmental scout is undertaken.  

A field environmental scout also 
confirms the suitability of infrastructure 
layout in accordance with Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999 
protocols as well as relevant plans for 
threatened and endangered species. 

During the reporting period, there were 
two reportable incidents regarding 
ecological management:

•	  Land disturbance clearing of topsoil 
of the pipeline Right of Way used an 
inadequate method, leading to mixing 
of topsoil and subsoil in the trench, 
with potential rehabilitation issues.

•	 Land disturbance (unauthorised) of 
associated with construction of a 
well gathering Right of Way access 
track occurred in an area mapped 
as Regional Ecosystem ‘Not of 
Concern’.

During clearing for construction 
activities, fauna spotter-catchers 
conduct a pre-clearance survey for 
fauna to relocate to ensure they are 
not harmed by the clearing. 
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Drilling by-products are produced as a result of drilling 
wells and comprise a mixture of drilling fluids, mud and 
solids (drilling mud).

Instead of using tanker trucks to transport drilling mud off-
site, LWD involves using specially designed trucks to spray 
drilling mud onto nearby agricultural land.

This method for managing drilling mud minimises the 
environmental footprint associated with drilling operations.

As part of the LWD trial, drilling mud that met pre-
determined criteria was stored in rig tanks prior to being 
sprayed on Project-owned agricultural land using a specially 
commissioned LWD truck.

The new LWD truck combines a Canadian vacuum tank 
and navigation technology with an Australian-built chassis 
featuring variable tire pressure control.

The trial aims to demonstrate that drilling mud can be 
managed by landspraying in a manner that preserves soil 
chemical, biological and physical properties, does not 
harm vegetation and protects the quality of the surface 
and groundwater.

To obtain approval for the trial stringent Queensland 
Government environmental conditions were imposed on the 
methodology and trial plot locations within the Condabri and 
Combabula development fields.

The trials are scheduled to be completed in 2014 and are 
being assessed and monitored by a third party environmental 
service company.

Landspraying trial enhances 
minimal disturbance practice
Australia Pacific LNG is conducting Australia’s first 
trial of Landspraying While Drilling (LWD), a method 
for managing water-based drilling by-products that 
can further minimise disturbance associated with 
drilling operations.

Australian-first: Purpose-built landspraying while drilling (LWD) vacuum truck in action.

71Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social Report
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8.2 Quarantine 

The Biosecurity Management Plan 
was revised in the previous reporting 
period. This has included a number 
of workshops involving office-based 
and field-based employees and 
contractors, and has resulted in a 
number of new procedures being 
drafted. The objective of the review 
is to produce a suite of documents 
applicable to field-based scenarios.

Four incidents of suspected quarantine 
issues from imports were detected 
during the period (see section 8.3). 
In all cases the shipments were 
quarantined, the biosecurity risk was 
treated. The Australian Quarantine 
and Inspection Service and the 
Department of Agriculture, Forests 
and Fisheries (DAFF) were informed of 
the shipments. The majority of these 
were found to be innocuous moulds 
that were likely to have grown on 
crates since their arrival in Australia, 
however strict quarantine measures 
were employed upon discovery as a 
precautionary measure. Since these 
incidents the Transport Group and 
Environment Group have been working 
together to identify any areas for 
improvement and a specific Import 
Procedure has been drafted under the 
revised Biosecurity Management Plan 
to address any issues.

The LNG facility has an overarching 
Biosecurity Plan for the Downstream 
activities. This plan serves as 
a guideline for the biosecurity 
management plans used in Gladstone 
and Batam by sub-contractors during 
Project construction. 

During the reporting period the 
implementation of the Biosecurity 
Management Plan for the Module Yard 
in Batam, Indonesia continued. This 
plan sets out measures to ensure the 
delivery of pre-assembled modules 
to the Australian first port of entry in 
Brisbane or Gladstone, uncontaminated 
by biosecurity risk material. Brisbane is 
the first point of entry for all liner service 
goods entering the country, where 
Gladstone is the first point of entry for 
charter service goods.

One important aspect of this plan is 
the ‘Australia Pacific LNG Sail Away 
Clearance Checklist’. This checklist 
requires thorough review of customs 
clearance documentation, cleanliness 
of the modules, final washdown 
and re-check for contamination, 
pre-departure inspection by DAFF, 
and other criteria. The checklist is 
designed to prevent biosecurity risk 
material entering Australia via the 
module transport barge.

An estimated 1,720 international 
shipments have been moved to 
Australia since the Project began. No 
breaches of quarantine occurred during 
the reporting period. To date, there 
have been no significant breaches of 
the DAFF quarantine procedures.

Upstream Downstream
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The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have developed Biosecurity 
Management Plans which include 
weed hygiene procedures. These 
Plans set out controls to reduce 
weed propagation. Procedures have 
been incorporated into contractor 
management plans to ensure these 
plans are implemented.

A complete review of Biosecurity 
Management Plan (BMP) and 
procedures has been undertaken to 
provide better guidance to staff and 
contractors to reduce risks and improve 
biosecurity management. 

The new BMP incorporates ISO 14001 
Continuous Improvement Principles and 
is designed as an overarching strategy, 
with two focus areas:

•	 Prevention and Detection (to minimise 
Biosecurity risks) 

•	 Management and Monitoring (to 
provide frameworks to effective deal 
with biosecurity issues). 

Under Prevention and Detection are the 
following documents:

•	 Biosecurity Hygiene Procedure – 
revised to include additional potential 
biosecurity issues

•	 Biosecurity Imported Cargo Procedure 
– prepared in response to imports 
issues (see section 8.2).

Under Management and Monitoring are 
the following documents:

•	 Biosecurity Management Procedure (in 
preparation)

•	 Biosecurity Wash Down Facility Guide 

•	 Site, Species or Group Specific Plans 
(in preparation).

The biosecurity packages in development 
will be supported by ongoing education 
and training support, including the 
development of an E-learning Module and 
improved weed identification guides.

Upstream

8.3 Weed, plant pathogen and 
pest management

Downstream

Weed management incident
African lovegrass (Eragrostis curvula) 
was detected on a property and an 
infestation of American rat’s tail grass 
(Sporobolus jacquemontii) was detected 
along a carriageway which is used by 
the Upstream Operator and numerous 
other stakeholders. African lovegrass is 
not a declared species while American 
rat’s tail grass is a declared class 2 
(pest) species. It is possible that African 
lovegrass was already occurring on 
the property however the Upstream 
Operator was proactive in resolving 
the issue. In response to the American 
rat’s tail grass infestation Upstream 
Operator has reduced the potential for 
spread through treatment, consulted 
with stakeholders, and prepared a 
site-specific management plan that 
will be provided to all stakeholders/
landholders. Investigation has shown 
that American rat’s tail grass has spread 
from a property in the area and was not 
introduced by the Upstream Operator. 
The Upstream Operator is leading 
collaborative efforts to contain the weed.

To date no weed propagation incidents 
have occurred.
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8.4 Reinstatement

Reinstatement is the process of 
bringing the construction earthen 
landscape back to the original profile 
of the surrounding environment, 
including the stabilisation of the 
disturbance site. Stabilisation can 
include seeding with grasses of a 
suitable species in their applicable 
environment (i.e. improved pasture 
returned where improved pasture was 
disturbed). The reinstatement task is 
built into the process of construction.

The Upstream Project has completed 
over 1,343 ha of reinstatement to 
date representing 37 percent of all 
areas disturbed over well sites, and 
approximately 2,000 ha representing 
77 percent of disturbed areas along 
the main pipeline corridor (Figure 8.1). Figure 8.1 Disturbance and re-instatement progress by reporting period
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Re-instatement of the Main Pipeline Corridor near Miles.
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Australia Pacific LNG has adopted a 
strategic approach to offsets which 
provides environmental benefits with 
improved biodiversity outcomes and 
increased confidence of conservation 
outcomes, when compared to smaller 
sites that directly offset each individual 
value. This strategic approach to 
offsetting has been adopted in line with 
government recommendations.

At least three strategic offset sites are 
required to compensate for Project 
impacts on: 

•	  Brigalow and semi-evergreen vine 
thicket and fauna habitat 

•	  Cycas megacarpa (cycads)

•	  World Heritage, shorebirds, water 
mouse and fisheries.

Additional small offsets are expected to 
be required for unavoidable significant 
impacts on Brigalow and semi-
evergreen vine thicket flora species.

Australia Pacific LNG recognises that 
the development of its LNG facility  
on Curtis Island, along with 
supporting infrastructure and 
services, increases the management 
requirements for maintaining terrestrial 
and marine biodiversity.

Under the EPBC Act, offsets 
compensate for the potential impacts 
associated with development. Offsets 
can include protection of at-risk 
environmental assets, restoration 
or extension of habitat for species 
threatened by development, or 
improvement of the values of a place 
with a high degree of heritage value.

Australia Pacific LNG has adopted 
a strategic approach to providing 
environmental offsets for the Project, 
comprising both land-based sites 
(direct offsets) and contributions to 
other activities such as removing 
threatening processes and research 
(indirect offsets).  Australia Pacific 
LNG’s direct offsets aim to secure 
strategic environmental areas with the 
following values: Great Barrier Reef 

World Heritage values, threatened 
ecological communities, endangered 
and of concern remnant and high value 
regrowth vegetation, marine habitat, 
wetlands, watercourses, threatened 
flora and habitat for threatened fauna.  
Substantial progress towards providing 
direct offsets and indirect offsets has 
been made in the last six months.

8.5 Offset strategy 8.5.1 Offset progress
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Direct offsets 
To date, two offset sites containing 
important habitat values have been 
legally protected:

•	 Two offset sites (approximately 112 
ha) on properties owned by Australia 
Pacific LNG near Miles have been 
protected as habitat for threatened 
plants, Rutidosis lanata (an 
endangered daisy) and Eleocharis 
blakeana (a near-threatened sedge). 

Substantial progress has also been 
made to secure other offset sites. 
Australia Pacific LNG has purchased 
leasehold interests for the 7,890 ha 
Dukes Plain property, located near 
Theodore in central Queensland, 
to protect areas of endangered 
vegetation including Brigalow and 
semi-evergreen vine thicket, and 
habitat for threatened fauna. The 
property includes the existing 3,190 ha 
Shankeen Nature Refuge and Australia 
Pacific LNG is working towards legally 
binding protection   over a further 
2,500 ha by the end of 2014.

•	 Negotiations are in progress with 
property landholders to protect 
approximately 500 ha of endangered 
regrowth Brigalow vegetation, 
wetlands and fauna habitat, and 150 
ha of habitat suitable for establishing 
at least 1,800 Cycas megacarpa 
plants (an endangered cycad).  
This would include approximately 
250 plants and 62 seedlings 
salvaged from the main pipeline 
right of way. More than 4,000 
Cycas megacarpa seeds have been 
collected under strict government 
permits and codes, of which 382 
seeds have germinated. 

•	 A further site a Project-owned 
property near Miles contains 
suitable habitat for a vulnerable 
wattle species Acacia wardellii. The 
potential use of this site as an offset 
is being investigated.

Indirect offsets
Key initiative during the period 
relating to indirect offsets included 
the provision of $20,000 to extend 
the Fitzroy River turtle nest protection 
project along the Fitzroy River, run 
by Greening Australia and the Fitzroy 
Basin Association. The funds helped to 
maintain coverage for 12 weeks during 
the 2013 breeding season. The project 
helped to reduce predation of turtle 
eggs by approximately 35 percent, 
recorded more than 400 hatchlings, 
and helped fill an important funding 
gap for project.

Australia Pacific LNG is supporting 
terrestrial and marine biodiversity 
research through the Gas Industry 
Social and Environmental Research 
Alliance (GISERA).  Current projects 
with biodiversity impacts include:

•	  Priority threat identification, 
management and appraisal 
(terrestrial biodiversity)

•	  Fire ecology of grassy woodlands 
(terrestrial biodiversity)

•	 Towards an integrated study of  
the Gladstone marine system 
(marine environment).

Australia Pacific LNG is on track to 
provide a substantial portfolio of direct 
and indirect offsets to compensate 
for unavoidable Project impacts on 
environmental values. These offsets 
represent a long-term commitment 
and will involve many years of on-
ground management as suitable sites 
are secured. Australia Pacific LNG’s 
transition to offset implementation 
demonstrates our commitment to 
achieving strategic net beneficial 
conservation outcomes and helping to 
maintain Queensland’s biodiversity.

During this reporting period, significant 
progress took place to finalise the 
securing of an offsets property to meet 
the Project’s Federal and State approval 
requirements for the LNG facility (and 
the Narrows Crossing Pipeline). 

2,922 ha of the Curtis Island 
Environmental Management Precinct 
(purchased by the Queensland 
Government using funds provided 
by four LNG proponents) has 
been declared National Park 
and Conservation Park. Australia 
Pacific LNG’s share of the offset is 
approximately 730 ha. A further joint 
offset with two other LNG proponents is 
being developed to protect and remove 
threatening processes from land 
containing Great Barrier Reef World 
Heritage values, remnant vegetation 
and significant marine habitat.

A parcel of land has been identified 
which can meet the offsets obligations 
of Australia Pacific LNG’s Curtis Island 
activities and the Narrows Crossing. 
It provides confirmed habitat for State 
and nationally listed threatened fauna 
species, significant areas of marine 
and fish habitat, confirmed migratory 
shorebird habitat, and significant 
areas of declared wetlands. Using the 
proposed site as an offsets property 
would also preclude its existing 
uses including cattle grazing which 
threatens local ecosystems. The 
proposed property, once finalised, 
will satisfy all Federal and State offset 
requirements for the LNG facility.

Federal approval for the LNG facility and 
Narrows Crossing Pipeline habitat offsets 
was granted in September 2013.

Upstream Downstream
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Australia Pacific LNG protects and enhances 
productivity of natural resources including 
agriculture, land, water and biodiversity.

Australia Pacific LNG and other LNG industry proponents 
were instrumental in establishing a 4,500 hectare 
environmental management precinct on Curtis Island, 
some of which has now been dedicated as National Park.

Over the next two years, the Project will also provide 
funding to the Quoin Island Turtle Rehabilitation Centre 
located in Gladstone harbor to assist with food, 
medical and veterinary expenses, rescue boat and 
volunteer transport.

The Project is working on beneficial use of water 
produced and treated to high standards as part of 
the coal seam gas process, including an innovative 
landholder irrigation scheme, and replenishing aquifers 
through the development of industry-leading aquifer 
injection techniques.

Last year the Project contributed AUD$400,000 to a 
new community weed wash down facility in Taroom to 
prevent the spread of weeds from vehicles, which is 
available for use by local farmers, businesses and other 
community members.

Along the Project’s 530 km main high pressure gas 
transmission pipeline route, populations of threatened or 
endangered plant species, such as cycads, have been 
carefully moved, stored and will be replanted into new 
habitat offset zones.

And working with the Queensland Museum, Australia 
Pacific LNG is preserving and protecting a site near Roma 
where the fossilised bones of Australia’s only relatively 
complete Jurassic dinosaur, Rhoetosaurus, were found. 

Australia Pacific LNG is also an active participant in 
the Gladstone Healthy Harbour partnership and signed 
the partnership Memorandum of Understanding during 
the reporting period.

Protecting natural resources
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Reverse Osmosis Water Testing
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8.6 Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area 

The Australian Government and the 
Queensland Government have formally 
agreed to undertake a comprehensive 
strategic assessment of the Great 
Barrier Reef World Heritage Area 
and adjacent coastal zone. Australia 
Pacific LNG continues to work with the 
governments through the Queensland 
Resources Council (QRC) Working 
Group which is coordinating industry 
involvement. The strategic assessment 
takes a ‘big picture’ approach to 
environment and heritage protection 
to determine areas to be protected, 
areas where sustainable development 
can proceed, the type of development 
that will be allowed and the conditions 
under which development can occur.

In July 2013 the Australian and 
Queensland governments released the 
2013 Reef Water Quality Protection 
Plan and the 2011 Great Barrier Reef 
Report Card. For more information visit 
www.reefplan.qld.gov.au

LNG proponents in the area are 
making considerable contributions to 
protect the reef and better understand 
the issues occurring.

LNG projects are contributing:

•	 more than AUD$86 million over 25 
years towards protection

•	 AUD$33 million to the Great 
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority 
(GBRMPA) for management of the 
Great Barrier Reef

•	 AUD$10 million to long-term  
turtle management.

The United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) has asked the Australian 
Government to submit to the World 
Heritage Centre an updated report 
on the state of conservation of the 
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage 
Area by 1 February 2014. This report 
is to include the implementation of 
recommendations raised in the 2012 
mission report. The World Heritage 
Committee at its 38th session in 2014 
will consider whether or not to list 
the World Heritage Area ‘in Danger’ 
based on progress implementing 
these recommendations.
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 * In the context of the Upstream Project reinstatement refers to full civil lease pads or initial 
reinstatement of the pipeline corridor. Rehabilitation progress cannot be measured inside five years

^ Please see section 8.3 for details

Hectares of net disturbance 
(All values for Project to date)

 Upstream 6,224 ha

 Downstream 188 ha

Disturbance of remnant 
vegetation 
Upstream 218 ha

Downstream 0

Disturbance of high value 
regrowth in hectares
Upstream 57 ha

Downstream 0

Hectares of successfully 
completed reinstatement*

Upstream 3,943 ha 

Downstream 0

Areas of offset established 
and protected
Upstream 2 

Downstream 1

Number of complaints 
received related to weed 
management
Upstream 1^

Downstream 0

8.8 Key performance 
indicators

8.7 Key actions table update

Type Description Date Status
Implementation Secure and protect direct 

offset properties for:

•	 World Heritage/marine 

•	 Gas fields/pipeline

Jul –Sep 2013

Oct 2013 to 
early 2014

In progress

Start GISERA  
Research Program

By Dec 2012
In progress 
Details in 
section 3.5

Commence Rehabilitation of 
the Pipeline Corridor

Within three (3) 
months after 
completion.

Reinstatement 
77% complete

Transition from Construction 
to Operations Phase 
LNG Plant

2014/15 In progress

Review Review Project conditions 
following recommendations 
resulting from the 
forthcoming UNESCO report

UNESCO 
Report issued 
in July 2012

Complete

 



9. Sustainable 
resource 
management
An objective of Australia Pacific LNG is to ensure 
that resources are used, developed and protected 
within the Project in a way and at a rate which 
will enable people and communities, including 
Indigenous peoples, to provide for their present 
and future social, economic and cultural wellbeing.
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9.2 Water 
management

9.1 Agricultural 
Land (Upstream 
Project Only)

In the Walloon Coal Measures the 
depressurising of water from the coal 
seams will lower water levels, creating 
a potential for water movement. The 
magnitude of water transfer, and the 
resulting effects to groundwater levels, 
is governed by pressure and the size 
and depth of adjacent impervious rock 
layers, or aquitards.

9.2.1 CSG water 
production
The only significant CSG water 
production from active Australia Pacific 
LNG CSG fields during the reporting 
period was from the Talinga and Spring 
Gully fields. Minor water production 
also occurred from the Peat field and 
appraisal wells developed as part of the 

exploration program. The total water 
production for the reporting period 
was 3,072 megalitres (Ml) representing 
approximately 8 percent increase on 
the previous period (figure 9.1).

CSG water is stored in ponds, injected, 
released under licence to natural 
streams after treatment or applied 
for beneficial use such as irrigation or 
construction use. During the reporting 
period, 1,101 Ml (or approximately 36 
percent) were applied for beneficial 
use, primarily for construction and 
irrigation. This represents a significant 
increase in relation to the last reporting 
period due to seasonal variations in 
irrigation water requirements.

Australia Pacific LNG aims to avoid or 
reduce loss of access to good quality 
agricultural land (GQAL) by locating 
surface infrastructure away from such 
land where practicable. On current 
estimates only 7.1 percent of gas field 
and pipeline areas that will need to be 
disturbed are identified as GQAL.

Figure 9.1 Total CSG water production by semester

Total produced CSG water in Ml
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9.2.2 Injection trial

Aquifer injection
Aquifer injection trials were completed at Reedy Creek during 
the current reporting period, with assessment of technical 
feasibility effectively completed for the Precipice Sandstone 
and ongoing for the other two formations. Approximately 
50 Ml of produced CSG water were injected into each of 
the target aquifers between 1 July and 31 December 2013. 
While no injection occurred at Spring Gully during this 
reporting period, activities associated with implementation 
of the operational scheme at Spring Gully continued, with 
operational injection currently scheduled to commence 
during 2014. Construction of operational injection bores and 
the installation of distribution pipework at Reedy Creek also 
commenced during the reporting period.

Brine injection 
Desktop studies have continued into the feasibility of the 
injection of reject brine into deep geological formations. 
Several exploration wells in the Spring Gully field were drilled 
to assess the presence of fractured basement. A short 
test was undertaken to assess the ability to inject into the 
fractures in one of the wells.

No brine developed from the Project has been injected 
underground over the reporting period. Trials of brine 
treatment technologies are currently underway at the Spring 
Gully and Talinga water treatment facilities.

Injected CSG water as a percentage of total  
water production

Figure 9.2 Injected CSG water
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The use of hydraulic fracturing means that fewer wells 
are required. Most of our current CSG production is in 
high permeability (or high flow areas) where hydraulic 
fracturing is not always required. However, over time we 
will produce in lower permeability areas where hydraulic 
fracturing will be necessary. Over the life of the Project 
it is expected that hydraulic fracturing will be necessary 
for approximately 30 to 40 percent of wells. For this 
reporting period 26 development wells or 12 percent of 
all wells drilled required hydraulic fracturing.

The potential for ground subsidence is being monitored 
using direct, on-ground instrumentation and remote 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR). The 
on-ground instrumentation includes tiltmeters and 
extensometers. Tiltmeters are instruments designed to 
measure very small changes from the horizontal level, 
either on the ground or in structures. 

Ten tiltmeters and one extensometer have been installed 
at each of the Talinga and Reedy Creek gas fields. InSAR 
data was acquired during the reporting period and 
provided to the Upstream Operator. 

A geodetic monitoring network was established during the 
reporting period. This network comprises 57 permanent 
survey marks across Australia Pacific LNG tenure.

A network of approximately 185 deep groundwater 
monitoring bores is planned to provide a regional 
groundwater monitoring system for the Australia 
Pacific LNG Project. The network will include over 150 
dedicated monitoring bores installed by Australia Pacific 
LNG, with a total of nearly 80km of drilling. Dedicated 
monitoring bores will be augmented by existing 
Government bores and landholder production bores.

Of the planned network, 100 are either in operation, or have 
been drilled and are in the process of commissioning. 

At the end of the reporting period 20 Queensland 
Government and landholder bores had been equipped with 
automatic groundwater level data logger instrumentation.

In addition to these monitoring bores there is also a 
network of shallow sentinel monitoring bores designed to 
assess potential leakage to groundwater from produced 
water and brine storage ponds.

Make Good Agreements
The Surat Underground Water Impact Report (UWIR) 
initially identified 47 bores for Make Good Agreements 
with Australia Pacific LNG as the responsible tenure holder 
involving 26 landowners. An additional bore was recently 
transferred from another tenure holder to Australia Pacific 
LNG based on updated location information.

The Upstream Operator reviewed data collected from the 
groundwater bore Baseline Assessment program carried 
out between 2009 and 2013 and found an additional 11 
bores for inclusion in the Make Good Program.  

To date, five Make Good Agreements have been signed 
and 17 are outstanding. Legal negotiations are ongoing 
and there is open communication with the regulatory 
authorities to ensure Australia Pacific LNG complies with 
Make Good timeframes and responsibilities.

9.2.4 Hydraulic 
Fracturing

9.2.5 Ground subsidence 
monitoring system

9.2.3 Groundwater 
monitoring system

Ground water monitoring at the Gas Fields.
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The principal raw materials required 
for Upstream construction activities 
are water and gravel. Gravel is used 
in construction of access roads and 
well pads. Available gravel resources 
in the Condabri and Combabula areas 
have been scouted as part of Project 
construction activities. Over 80 known 
gravel resources have been identified, 
both existing and potential quarries. 
For each resource, information relating 
to the following points has been 
collected and will determine priorities 
for use:

•	  environmental constraints, 
Environmental Approvals, and Native 
Title/cultural heritage issues

•	  resource quantity, quality, type 

•	  location, landholder commitments, 
and traffic and transport issues

•	  cost of production and demand.

During the reporting period the 
Upstream Project used 1,347 Ml of 
water sourced from dams and wells in 
the region.

Raw materials used in construction 
during the reporting period consist 
predominantly of components for 
making concrete such as cement, 
aggregate material and water. At the end 
of the reporting period, approximately 
226,000 cubic metres of concrete had 
been used on Curtis Island. These 
materials are sourced from quarries in 
Queensland, of which approximately half 
consists of cement. The remaining half is 
aggregate material. 

During the reporting period, the 
Gladstone Area Water Board pipeline 
continued to supply reticulated water 
services to the Project site on Curtis 
Island. During the reporting period 
GAWB supplied the site with 156.2 Ml 
of water, a significant increase from the 
previous reporting period associated 
with increased construction activity. 

Downstream

9.3 Raw materials

Upstream

Figure 9.3 Dowstream Project raw materials
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9.5 Key performance 
indicators

9.4 Key actions table

Volume of CSG 
Water produced

3,072 MI

Volume of water injected 
to aquifers

50 Ml 

Volume of CSG water 
directed for beneficial use

1,101 Ml

Volume of salt recovered for 
beneficial/commercial use

0

Number of ‘Make good’ 
agreements finalised within 
one year of identification of 
underground

5

Type Description Date Status
Management 
Plans

Stage 1 Coal Seam Gas 
(CSG) Water Monitoring 
and Management Plan

Q3 CY 2011
Submitted and 
approved

Stage 2 Coal Seam Gas 
(CSG) Water Monitoring 
and Management Plan

Q3 CY 2012

Submitted 
22/03/2013 and 
awaiting approval 
from Federal 
Government

Development of Ground 
Water Monitoring Plan

August 2011 

Submitted with the 
above 22/03/2013 
and awaiting 
approval from 
Federal Government 

Implementation 
of Strategy

Commencement of field 
implementation of aquifer 
injection trials

June 2010

Commenced in April 
2012 at Spring Gully. 
Completed April 
2013.

Commenced March 
2013 at Reedy 
Creek

Connection of LNG Plant 
to the GAWB water 
pipeline (Q2 CY 2012)

Q2 CY 2012
Completed in 
Q4 2012.

Conditions 
Review

Establish Regulators and 
Industry Review Group 
to address practicality of 
some fraccing and CSG 
management monitoring 
conditions set by 
the Regulator.

Ongoing
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10. Indigenous 
people
Australia Pacific LNG is committed to continued 
engagement and negotiations with Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Island parties to develop and implement approved 
Cultural Heritage Management Plans for the Project.

Two sets of Native Title compensation 
negotiations are being undertaken by Australia 
Pacific LNG:

•	 Right to Negotiate (RTN) – applicable in the 
 gas fields  

•	 Indigenous Land Use agreements (ILUA) 
– generally used for the main transmission 
pipelines and LNG Facility.

To acquire additional gas exploration and 
production tenements, Australia Pacific LNG 
chose an RTN process under the Native Title Act 
(1993) with three affected Native Title groups:  
Bigambul, Mandandanji and Iman.  Australia 
Pacific LNG has commenced a further RTN for 
the addition of excluded land into Authority to 
Prospect 592. This will affect three Native Title 
groups, Iman, Mandandanji and Bidjara peoples. 
These negotiations will continue through 2014. 

ILUA negotiations are required to establish 
transmission pipeline routes and infrastructure, 
land tenure for gas processing plants, and grant 
of sea bed leases.

Australia Pacific LNG has negotiated Cultural 
Heritage Management Plans (CHMPs) with all 
Native Title groups within Project operating areas 
for both Upstream and Downstream components. 

CHMPs have been successfully negotiated 
with Indigenous groups with representation 
in the Project construction and operations 
areas: Bidjara, Bigambul, Mandandanji, Iman, 
Barunggam, Western Wakka Wakka, Wulli Wulli, 
Port Curtis Coral Coast (PCCC), and Gangulu. 

Australia Pacific LNG approaches the negotiations 
on the basis of paying compensation calculated 
on an estimated average value per hectare of 
Native Title lands. Valuation of Native Title lands 
has been based on unimproved freehold values.
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Indigenous Earthmoving and civil 
construction contractor RBY have 
continued to be heavily involved 
in the Project with 35 percent of 
their workforce (45 FTE Indigenous 
employees) involved in construction 
and rehabilitation of leases for Australia 
Pacific LNG in the Upstream Project 
area. RBY continue to be pre-qualified 
to undertake work for the Upstream 
Operator.

Muddy Waters, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Mandandanji Pty Ltd, 
continue to be a preferred supplier for 
weed hygiene wash down services to 
the Upstream Operator. Muddy Waters 
also provides these services for other 
CSG proponents and businesses in 
Chinchilla and the surrounding areas. 

Iman Operations, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of the Iman Traditional 
Owners group, continue to provide 
weed hygiene services, commercial 
cleaning services, facility and grounds 
maintenance and weed control. Iman 
Operations has expanded during the 
reporting period and now provides 
weed hygiene, cleaning services 
and other services to other CSG 
proponents and businesses across 
the region. St George Handy Store is 
a wholly-owned Indigenous business 
that provides dry goods and services 
to Australia Pacific LNG sites.

A further ILUA has been negotiated 
with the Iman Traditional Owner group 
for the Fairview and Eurombah Creek 
laterals and was registered by the 
National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) in 
the reporting period.

The ILUA for the mainline pipeline 
in ‘Area B’ was authorised by the 
Gaangulu Traditional Owner group 
during the reporting period and will be 
lodged for registration during the next 
reporting period.

An ILUA for the mainline pipeline in 
‘Area E’ was authorised by the Native 
Title parties in late June and lodged 
for registration with the NNTT in the 
reporting period. The three month 
notification period for objections 
commenced 22 January 2014 and 
registration is expected mid-year.

There were ten specific Native Title 
negotiation meetings, nine information 
sessions for the Area B ILUA 
authorisation and four Pipelines cultural 
heritage co-ordination meetings 
during the reporting period. Numerous 
discussions were held with various 
groups and members of groups about 
opportunities on the Project and 
employment with different contractors. 
Implementation meetings are planned 
for first quarter 2014 with all groups to 
improve involvement with the Project 
by Traditional Owner groups.

Employment rates for Indigenous 
people - either employed directly by 
the Operators or through the principal 
contractors – continued to grow in 
this reporting period. Approximately 
254 full time equivalent (FTE) positions 
are filled by Indigenous people which 
represents 13 percent growth over the 
previous period.

Indigenous employment has increased 
but not as significantly compared with 
the previous reporting period and 
reflects changes in focus and activity 
across the Project. The Downstream 
project currently employs 79 
Indigenous people and the Upstream 
Project employs approximately 175 
Indigenous people, predominantly 
through principal contractors such as 
RBY, MCJV and Nacap. Approximately 
200 hundred Indigenous people are 
employed as cultural heritage monitors 
on a part-time casual basis and this 
equates to 43 FTE positions.

It is anticipated that Indigenous 
employment will reduce during the 
next reporting period as full time 
monitoring and construction activity 
on the mainline and lateral pipelines 
and Curtis Island reduces. Figure 
10.1 shows the number of Indigenous 
people employed by the Project over 
each reporting period to date.

10.1 Indigenous 
land use agreement 
negotiations 

10.3 Indigenous 
employment

10.2 Indigenous 
engagement

10.4 Indigenous 
business participation

Figure 10.1 Indigenous employment by reporting period
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10.6 Key performance 
indicators

10.5 Key actions table

Number of Indigenous 
employees/contractors engaged 
by the Project (Figure 10.1)
Upstream 175*

Downstream 79

Number of Indigenous 
apprenticeships, traineeships 
given to Indigenous people 
Upstream 6

Downstream 59

Number of Scholarships given 
by Australia Pacific LNG to 
Indigenous people 

0

Number of Indigenous groups 
providing goods and services to 
the Project
Upstream 4

Downstream 0

*  Including 43 full time equivalent 
(FTE) from a pool of 200 contractors 
employed casually to deliver cultural 
heritage services, 60 FTE employed 
by principal contractor MCJV, 45 FTEs 
employed by Contractor RBY.

Type Description Date Status
Education and 
training  

Develop relationships with 
local schools to support 
student retention

2012 Under action

Through the primary contractor, 
employ an Indigenous training 
mentor to provide support 
to trainees and apprentices 
working on construction of the 
LNG facility on Curtis Island

From 
2011

Under action 
Please refer to 
tables 6.1 and 
6.2 in section 6.0

Employment
Identify available positions 
for workplace traineeships/
apprenticeships

2012

Under action 
Please refer to 
table 6.1 and 6.2 
in section 6.0

Undertake review of 
HR Policies and current 
application processes

2012 Under action

Business 
development 
and support

Encourage engagement of 
Indigenous businesses and 
Indigenous business joint 
ventures in Australia Pacific 
LNG procurement processes

ongoing

Under action 
please refer to 
section 10.2  
for details
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The Happy Heart and Art Shop in Gladstone is one of 
many local Indigenous start-up businesses benefiting 
from the Many Rivers Microfinance program.

Many Rivers is a not-for-profit organisation that helps 
Indigenous communities and people who cannot access 
traditional financial support, with small repeat loans that 
enable them to establish a sustainable small business  
or microenterprise.

ConocoPhillips, on behalf of Australia Pacific LNG, is 
providing AUD$1.5 million in funding to assist Many 
Rivers establish a regional presence with 2 full-time 
Field Officers, one based in Gladstone and another 
Bundaberg, for three years.

Happy Heart and Art Shop owner Simone Suradi (pictured) 
said Many Rivers had helped turn her dream of owning her 
own business into a reality.  

“Many Rivers has helped with accessing start-up funding, 
sourcing my business premises, basic book-keeping and 
developing my business ideas and importantly, providing 
ongoing support and encouragement,” Simone said.

Since the program was launched in August 2012, more than 
80 Indigenous start-up businesses in the Gladstone region 
have applied or in the process of applying for funding.    

According to Many Rivers Gladstone Field Officer, Garry 
Slik, the program is already making a difference to 
Indigenous people at a grass roots level. 

“Many Indigenous people applying for funding would not 
have had the chance or opportunity to move forward 
without our help,” Mr Slik said. 

“With a little help and encouragement, people are able 
to turn a great idea into a working business that not only 
provides jobs and income, but also creates a sense of 
pride and achievement that boosts the entire community.”

Many Rivers: Helping hand 
for Indigenous businesses

Simone Suradi – Owner of The Happy Heart and Art Shop and recipient of a Many Rivers microfinance loan.
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All Project staff are required to undertake online 
Cultural Heritage identification training, which is 
based on information provided by a Traditional 
Owner group within the Project area. During this 
reporting period, 2,100 people completed the 
online Cultural Heritage awareness training and 
compliance as part of new starter inductions.

Any Project employee or contractor 
undertaking work which will cause ground 
disturbance such as excavations, road 
maintenance, or clear and grade activities 
must complete scientific Cultural Heritage 
identification training. This full day course is 
provided by the Project Archaeologist and 
covers practical identification of artefacts 
and other possible culturally significant 
items, including scar trees and ceremonial 
places. It also covers the legislative and social 
requirements for protection and management 
of Cultural Heritage. Traditional Owner group 
representatives are involved in training delivery. 
During this reporting period 1,132 employees 
and contractors undertook the scientific cultural 
heritage identification training provided by the 
Project Archaeologist.

  

Cultural Heritage and cultural awareness 
training is a mandatory component of the 
site orientation program, which is managed 
by Bechtel. However, additional training was 
provided to site-based plant and equipment 
operators who undertook surface disturbance 
activities during the site civil works phase 
of construction. With the completion of civil 
works, no additional training has been required 
in the Downstream Project.

11. Cultural 
Heritage
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act requires a 
proponent to comply with the Duty of Care. This can 
be achieved through agreements with the Traditional 
Owner groups. These groups were identified and 
Australia Pacific LNG has negotiated Cultural Heritage 
Management Plans (CHMPs) with relevant Traditional 
Owner groups.

DownstreamUpstream

11.1 Cultural heritage induction training
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CHMPs set out a process and 
structure to manage and protect 
cultural heritage across the Project. 
These plans include a communication 
protocol, management structure and 
survey process to ensure cultural 
heritage is protected. CHMPs have 
been negotiated with all Traditional 
Owner groups and are currently being 
implemented across the Project. 
Each Traditional Owner group has 
slightly different requirements for the 
management and protection of cultural 
heritage. Consequently, each plan has 
different requirements. 

In August 2013 a Cultural Heritage 
audit was conducted in conjunction 
with the Well Delivery approval 
process. Audit findings included:

•	 One moderate Corrective Action 
Request which involved ‘Storage of 
email communications with Aboriginal 
Parties’. This has been addressed.

•	 Two moderate and four minor 
Opportunities for Improvement – 
these involved better document 
management and improved access.

•	 One positive observation: there has 
been “…considerable advances in 
the management of CHNT Training, 
documenting of procedures and the 
process for managing payments to 
Aboriginal parties.”

During the reporting period there were 
no instances of non-compliance with 
Cultural Heritage Management Plans. 
This reflects a ‘hard line’ approach to 
compliance and the benefits of training 
provided to Australia Pacific LNG staff 
and contractors.

Each CHMP states that a full 
archaeological survey is required  
for any major infrastructure works 
within the Project, including gas 
processing facilities.

Pre-construction cultural heritage 
surveys were undertaken along 
the mainline pipeline and Fairview/
Eurombah Creek laterals route 
to identify items and sites of 
archaeological or cultural significance. 
All surveys were completed with the 
involvement of Traditional Owners and 
any cultural heritage issues have been 
mitigated or avoided.

11.3 Pre-construction 
surveys

11.2 Cultural heritage 
management plans

The process for protection, 
preservation and management of 
chance findings is detailed in each 
CHMP. A chance finding occurs when 
a potential cultural heritage site or 
artefact is discovered or unearthed 
during construction activity. Cultural 
heritage scientific identification training 
is provided to all staff undertaking 
ground disturbance activities in line 
with requirements of each plan. Any 
person who locates an artefact or 
object must comply with Project 
policies developed to comply with the 
CHMPs and Duty of Care guidelines 
under the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
Act (2003).

During the reporting period there were 
four chance Cultural Heritage finds by 
Origin staff and contractors. These 
included a scatter of artefacts found in 
the vicinity of one of the access roads, 
and other individual stone artefacts 
found in scouted properties.

These were verified by Traditional 
Owners and all artefacts were 
relocated in line with the CHMP’s.

This reflects the benefit and diligence 
of the pre-construction surveys 
undertaken along the mainline/
Fairview/Eurombah Creek laterals, 
and the value of monitoring during 
construction of the mainline pipeline.

11.4 Chance findings

Cultural Heritage objects found during the reporting period.
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11.6 Key performance 
indicators

Number of non-compliance 
incidents with cultural heritage 
management plans

0

Number of chance findings 
(cultural heritage objects) in 
the reporting period)

4

Number of identified relevant 
employees undertaking 
cultural heritage training

1,132

Number of Indigenous 
people participating 
in the management of 
cultural heritage)

200+

+ Approximately 200 part-time casual 
contractors (43 FTE) employed as cultural 
heritage monitors or to contribute to 
cultural heritage training delivery.

Type Description Date Status

Cultural 
Awareness

Completion of cultural 
awareness training package  
for inductions and new 
employees, in consultation with 
Traditional Owners

Q3 CY 2011 Complete

Finalise protocol for 
Acknowledgment of Country

2012 Complete

Continue to celebrate 
Indigenous cultural 
values internally

On going Under action

Performance 
Monitoring

Annual audit of cultural 
heritage monitoring and 
management activities

TBA
Complete  
Details in 
section 11.2

11.5 Key actions table
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Appendix — glossary of terms 
and abbreviations

Australia Pacific LNG Australia Pacific LNG Pty Limited

Australia Pacific LNG 
Pty Limited

Means, at any time, any of the Gas 
Production System and Pipeline then-
wholly-owned or operated by an Australia 
Pacific LNG Entity.

APPEA Australian Petroleum Production and 
Exploration Association

ADWG Australian Drinking Water Guideline

ATLAS Customised proprietary compliance 
and tracking database based on a 
Atlas Borealis system of information 
management

Bechtel Bechtel Corporation, the EPC Contractor 
of the LNG Plant and the Shared Facilities 
(other than the LNG storage tanks)

CAS Community Advisory Service (Gladstone)

CAR Corrective Action Request

CARS Origin “Caring About Road Safety” 
Program

CHMP Cultural Heritage Management Plan

CG Queensland Coordinator General

CMA Cumulative Management Area

CO2 Carbon Dioxide

COP Australia ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of ConocoPhillips, and 
the Downstream Operator

CSG Coal seam gas

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organisation

CUIA Common Use Infrastructure Agreement

DIDO Drive-in Drive-out work regime

Downstream 
Operating Agreement

The operating agreement between 
Australia Pacific LNG and the 
Downstream Operator, pursuant to which 
the Downstream Operator manages 
the construction of, and operates and 
maintains, the LNG Plant and the Shared 
Facilities on behalf of the Borrower and 
the Shared Facilities Provider

Downstream Operator ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd

Downstream Project The design, construction, testing, 
commissioning and operation of the LNG 
Plant and Shared Facilities

EA Environmental Authority

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EMP Environmental Managment Plan

EPBC Approval “EPBC Approval” means the approval 
granted to Australia Pacific LNG 
under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) 
dated 21 February 2011 and bearing 
the title “Australia Pacific LNG Project - 
Development of a LNG Plant and Ancillary 
Onshore and Marine Facilities on Curtis 
Island - EPBC 2009/4977”.  

EPC Engineering, Procurement 
and Construction

ESMP Environmental and Social 
Management Plan

EVNT Endangered, Vulnerable and Near 
Threatened Species

FAC First Aid Case

FIFO Fly-in-fly-out work regime

FTE Full Time Equivalent

Gas Production 
System

Gas Production System means all 
wells, valves, compressors, vessels, 
meters, equipment, pipelines, facilities, 
installations and apparatus which, in the 
judgment of the Seller, are from time to 
time required to:

(a) produce and gather Natural Gas;

(b) separate water and other constituents 
from that Natural Gas for the purpose of 
producing Gas; or

(c) compress and deliver Gas to the 
Delivery Points.

GAWB Gladstone Area Water Board

GISERA Gas Industry Social and Environmental 
Research Alliance

GLDMG Gladstone Local Disaster 
Management Group

GLNG Gladstone LNG Project

GPC Gladstone Ports Corporation

GQAL Good Quality Agricultural Land

GRC Gladstone Regional Council
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HDD Horizontal Directional Drilling

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

HPI High Potential Incident – A near miss 
safety incident with a likely potential 
consequence of a fatality

IAA Immediate Affected Area 

IESC Independent Environment and 
Social Consultant

ILUA Indigenous Land Use Agreement

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas

LNG Plant The gas liquefaction facility to be built by 
the Downstream Operator and certain 
ancillary facilities (but not including the 
Shared Facilities)

LNG Facilities The LNG Plant plus Shared Facilities 

LTC Lost Time Case

Make Good 
Agreement

If an existing water bore is affected by 
a CSG operation, the responsible CSG 
Company must undertake reparation 
measures to restore the bore’s capacity 
to supply water, or provide the bore 
owner with an alternative water supply or 
monetary compensation.

Ml Mega Litres

MTC Medical Treatment Case

Mtpa Million metric tons per year

NHMRC National Health and Medical Research 
Council

NOx Nitrogen Oxides

OSBL Outside Battery Limits

OCIS Origin Collective Intelligence System

Origin Origin Energy Limited

OWSR Office of the Water Supply Regulator

PCCC Port Curtis Coral Coast Traditional 
Owner Group

Project The “Project” shall comprise the 
development, construction, operation, 
maintenance and ownership of Australia 
Pacific LNG’s CSG fields, the construction 
of a gas transmission pipeline(s), together 
with the construction of LNG facilities and 
associated port infrastructure to export 
LNG to international markets

QCLNG Queensland Curtis LNG Project 

Queensland 
Environmental 
Authority

"Queensland Environmental Authority" 
means the level 1 environmental authority 
(chapter 5A activities) permit granted 
to Australia Pacific LNG under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld).

RCCC Regional Community 
Consultative Committee

Recordable Injuries Injuries or illnesses of work related nature 
involving medical treatment cases, 
restricted work cases or lost time cases.

RFSU Ready for Start Up

RTN Right to Negotiate

RWC Restricted Work Case

Shared Facilities The power generation facilities, utilities, 
storage tanks, loading lines and arms, 
jetty, docks, buildings, helipads, 
communications facilities, land and water 
rights and other facilities and infrastructure 
to be developed on Curtis Island to be 
used initially by the LNG Plant but which 
may in the future be used in connection 
with LNG processing trains developed by 
one or more other developers

SD Sustainable Development

SIMP Social Impact Management Plan

Sinopec China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation

STARRT Safety Task Analysis and Risk 
Reduction Talk 

Train One The first LNG train to be constructed 
under the EPC Contract

Train Two The LNG train to be constructed 
following the taking of FID to develop a 
second train

TRIFR Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate 
– means the ratio of recordable injuries 
or illnesses per Million hours worked 
averaged over a 12 month period

ULDA Urban Land Development Authority 
(Queensland)

Upstream Project The design, construction, testing, 
commissioning and operation of CSG 
fields, a high pressure gas pipeline 
network, and transmission pipelines for 
supply of gas to the LNG Plant

Upstream Operator Origin Energy

UWIR Underground Water Impact Report

WBDP Western Basin Dredging Permits

WDRC Western Downs Regional Council

YTD Year to Date

WTF Water treatment facility
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Queensland 
Environmental 
Authority

"Queensland Environmental Authority" 
means the level 1 environmental authority 
(chapter 5A activities) permit granted 
to Australia Pacific LNG under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld).

RCCC Regional Community 
Consultative Committee

Recordable Injuries Injuries or illnesses of work related nature 
involving medical treatment cases, 
restricted work cases or lost time cases.

RFSU Ready for Start Up

RTN Right to Negotiate

RWC Restricted Work Case

Shared Facilities The power generation facilities, utilities, 
storage tanks, loading lines and arms, 
jetty, docks, buildings, helipads, 
communications facilities, land and water 
rights and other facilities and infrastructure 
to be developed on Curtis Island to be 
used initially by the LNG Plant but which 
may in the future be used in connection 
with LNG processing trains developed by 
one or more other developers

SD Sustainable Development

SIMP Social Impact Management Plan

Sinopec China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation

STARRT Safety Task Analysis and Risk 
Reduction Talk 

Train One The first LNG train to be constructed 
under the EPC Contract

Train Two The LNG train to be constructed 
following the taking of FID to develop a 
second train

TRIFR Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate 
– means the ratio of recordable injuries 
or illnesses per Million hours worked 
averaged over a 12 month period

ULDA Urban Land Development Authority 
(Queensland)

Upstream Project The design, construction, testing, 
commissioning and operation of CSG 
fields, a high pressure gas pipeline 
network, and transmission pipelines for 
supply of gas to the LNG Plant

Upstream Operator Origin Energy

UWIR Underground Water Impact Report

WBDP Western Basin Dredging Permits

WDRC Western Downs Regional Council

YTD Year to Date

WTF Water treatment facility
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